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THE MARKET IS HOT… MAYBE IT’S
TIME TO MOVE?

In the last few months, we have let and sold an extraordinary
amount of homes in the Suburb, therefore if you are considering
selling or letting there has never been a better time than now.

We regularly deal with ‘Cottages to Castles’ and can procure both
aspirational clientele moving up the property ladder and also the

comfortable ‘empty nesters’, moving down.

Our resourceful applicants are not just plucked from within the
local vicinity, but from London-wide and Globally, which gives us
the unique opportunity to extract the full value of your home.

We are at your service and we reassuringly deliver on our promises.

SHELLEY-ANNE SALISBURY

CO-EDITOR

T
he time capsule discovered

inside the base of the old

weather vane of St Jude’s

(see p4) inspired the new Suburb

News Youth team to ask what

they might put in a time capsule

of their own? We also discover

hidden treasures, both in the

Suburb and beyond, as we explore

the world of Geocaching (p23).

We take a fascinating look at

the Suburb’s relationship with

artists, past and present, and how

the Suburb remains a source of

inspiration to current artists,

including Suburb resident and

renowned artist, David Breuer-

Weil (see feature on page 14).

A short film about the Suburb

made in 1975 recently resurfaced

(https://tinyurl.com/44cxd9az). A

hidden treasure and time capsule

of sorts, it’s a fascinating watch.

Apart from the clothes and cars, a

time traveller wouldn’t really notice

much change to the ‘look’ of the

Suburb; a testament to Henrietta

Barnett’s vision and the Hampstead

Garden Suburb Trust’s caretaking.

Even back in 1975, concerns

about air pollution was evident.

Residents protested about the

heavy pollution caused by the

Lyttelton Road dual carriage way.

This echoed an earlier protest in

the 1930’s when the dual carriage

way was first constructed,

resulting in dividing the Suburb

to much criticism and dismay

of residents.

Which brings us right back to

the modern day, climate change

and the recent CoP 26. We include

articles by Jonathan Waxman,

chair of the recently set up RA

Energy Committee (Encomm, and

Suburb News co-editor, Marie-

Christine O’Callaghan, on global

warming. Everyone will agree that

the time to act is now if future

generations will be able to enjoy

all that our wonderful Suburb has

to offer.

Welcome to our
new EnComm chair,
Jonathan Waxman

see page 9

Why is
Ruth Smith
all at sea?
Find out, p3

David Breuer-Weil
– the man

and his art,
see page 14

In this issue, you
are invited to time
travel with us…
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RUTH RAMAN

A
s we walked up North End

Road on the way to school

recently, our four-year-old

complained “Mama, why is it so

stinky?” She and her siblings are

faced with exhaust fumes from

cars, buses and large vehicles on a

daily basis. Living in London we’re

all used to busy roads, and as so

many of us make efforts to reduce

our contribution to air pollution

the question kept nagging at me,

“how bad is it, really?”

I’m a mum of three young

children and a member of Barnet

volunteer groups (Mothers’ CAN,

which stands for Climate Action

Network, as well as Friends of the

Earth) and with the question of air

pollution and its impact weighing

on my mind, I quickly found other

members were wondering the

same thing. Upon further digging I

found that the Trust for London

was funding testing through

Barnet Alliance for Clean Air Day

and we applied to receive 10

diffusion tubes. These would test

the amount of Nitrogen Dioxide

(NO2), a gas produced as a result

of road traffic and other fossil fuel

combustion processes, in a given

space over a two-week period. We

placed them on lampposts across

Barnet, at sites we knew were well

trodden by all members of society.

After the allotted time we collected

them all, sent them off to a lab

and awaited the results.

In the meantime there was

research to be done. There is a

plethora of information about the

damage air pollution can do to

our physical and mental health.

The British Medical Journal stated

in September this year: ‘Exposure

to air pollution increases the

likelihood of major lung and heart

diseases. It also has adverse

effects on pregnancy, cognitive

development in children, dementia,

and mental health. During the

covid pandemic, poor air quality

increased the likelihood of

infection from the coronavirus

and of deaths.’

All of this, and then finding

that Barnet has the second

highest death rate attributable to

air pollution in London was,

frankly, terrifying. Furthermore, at

the last Council Environmental

Committee meeting, the council

took the baffling action to vote

against Barnet joining the vehicle

anti-idling action project across

London Boroughs.

At last, the results came back

for the two sites local to us, one

outside the Hippodrome and one

outside St Anthony’s School and

Nursery (also opposite King Alfred

School and Clowns Nursery). Both

readings were above what the

World Health Organization says is

a safe level of NO2, with the

former coming in with a reading of

56.79 micrograms in each cubic

metre of air (µg m-3) and the

latter at 44.42. Recently, the WHO

limit of 40 µg m-3 has been

revised down to just 10 µg m-3.

So, what can we do? Of

course, not everyone can avoid

travelling by car, and some jobs

require the use of a vehicle. The

Air Pollution in the borough

(continued on page 2)
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Air Pollution (continued from front page)

MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

W
e all expect the

temperature to change

during the course of a

year with cold winters and warm

summers, but, just as the weather

changes during a human year, it

also changes through geological

times. The Earth’s climate, in the

last 650,000 years, has seen seven

cycles of glacial advance and

retreat. The end of the last ice age,

about 11,700 years ago, marked

the beginning of the modern climate

era and of human civilisation.

Global temperature changes

are responsible for these alternating

heating and cooling cycles of the

Earth’s temperature. There are

physical causes for these alterations

such as changes in solar energy

and sunspot activity which will

raise global temperature.

Variations in what is known as the

Milankovitch cycles, which are

caused by changes in the shape

of the Earth’s orbit around the

sun, the tilt of the Earth’s rotation

axis, and the wobble of our axis,

will also affect temperatures.

Volcanic eruptions which release

large quantities of volcanic dust in

the atmosphere lead to a lowering

of global temperatures. Changes

in oceanic circulation such as the

periodic warming (El Nino) and

cooling (La Nina) of areas of the

tropical Pacific Ocean will also

have global consequences.

The problem is that Earth’s

current warming trend is

happening during a relatively cool

orbital phase, and is happening

much faster than usual.

A lot has been written about

the Greenhouse Effect. This

process occurs when gases in the

Earth’s atmosphere trap the Sun’s

heat and make the Earth much

warmer than it would be without

an atmosphere. Most of the

naturally occurring gases in the

atmosphere are nitrogen and

oxygen, they cannot absorb heat

and contribute to the Greenhouse

Effect which makes the Earth a

JONATHAN WAXMAN,
CHAIR ENCOMM

I
t was a triumph of multilateral

diplomacy led by the UK

presidency. The UNFCCC,

United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change,

was convened first at the earth

summit in Rio in 1992. Since then

the parties to the framework have

met annually at CoP (Conference

of Parties) with various ups and

downs on its storied journey, from

the largely failed Kyoto protocol

to the awful Copenhagen

conference of 2009. Divisions in

local and global politics, different

agendas as between developed

and developing nations, a well

funded climate change science

denial PR effort funded covertly

by fossil fuel interests, all

converged to slow action to tackle

climate change. During those

years of delay, greenhouse gases

have continued to accumulate in

comfortable place to live in.

A growing population and

economic developments have led

to a net increase in the release of

certain gases such as carbon

dioxide (through the burning of

fossil fuels, and the loss of forests)

nitrous oxide (from nitrogen

fertilisers and car exhausts), CFCs

(a by-product of polystyrene

packaging) and methane (from

landfill sites and both ends of

cattle). Together they have caused

an enhanced Greenhouse Effect

which has resulted in increased

temperatures and extreme

weather events such as the recent

devastating flood that caused so

much damage in the Suburb.

The IPCC’s (The Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change)

Special Report advocated various

pathways to stabilise global

warming at 2.7 degrees Fahrenheit

(1.5 degrees Celsius). These

solutions all require unprecedented

efforts to cut fossil-fuel use in

half in less than 15 years and

eliminate their use almost entirely

our atmosphere at a growing rate,

warming the earth.

But at CoP19 in Paris in 2015,

there was a significant change for

the better. Nations signed up to

an agreement to keep climate

change ‘well below 2 degrees of

warming’. It achieved this by

removing coercive limits on GHG

emissions, replacing them by a

system of voluntary commitments

from individual nations (NDC’s).

Since that time countries

accounting for more than 80% of

global emissions have signed up

to Net Zero pledges to eliminate

all greenhouse gas emissions by a

fixed date. The UK in 2019

legislated to reach Net Zero by

2050. The US has pledged likewise.

China – which only started

industrialising and using fossil

fuels in the last 30-40 years – has

pledged to reach Net Zero by

2060. India, a poor and populous

country, pledged at Glasgow to

reach Net Zero by 2070.

in 30 years. This means no home,

business, or industry heated by

gas or oil; no vehicles powered by

diesel or gasoline; all coal and gas

power plants closed; the petro-

chemical industry converted

wholesale to green chemistry;

and heavy industry like steel and

aluminium production either using

carbon-free energy sources or

employing technology to capture

CO2 emissions and permanently

store it.

The recent United Nations

Climate Change conference (CoP

26) ended with the heads of State

and government expressing a

keen awareness of the severity of

the climate crisis and a renewed

resolve to do the work that needs

to be done to address it. Alok

Sharma President of CoP 26 said:

“We can now say with credibility

that we have kept 1.5 degrees

alive. But, its pulse is weak and it

will only survive if we keep our

promises and translate

commitment into rapid action.”

More details on CoP 26 below.

At Copenhagen in 2009 we

were probably on track for 4-5C of

warming by 2100. After Paris in

2015, commitments made pursuant

to that agreement brought the

likely trajectory down to 2.5–3C.

Additional commitments made at

Glasgow have further reduced the

likely range of warming to 2 - 2.5C,

assuming that commitments

made are kept.

And as Alok Sharma said after

bringing down the gavel: “History

has been made here in Glasgow.

And we now need to ensure that

the next chapter charts the

success of the commitments we

have solemnly made together.

What we can say with credibility is

that we have kept 1.5 degrees

within reach. But its pulse is weak.”

There is much work to do

here, in the UK and in Hampstead

Garden Suburb, to ensure we

reach our Net Zero goals. But we

are ready to do that work. Much

rests on it…

question is, what can we do so

that we’re not unnecessarily

adding to air pollution, either

directly or indirectly?

Here are some suggestions

from the Royal College of

Paediatrics and Child Health:

• Choose to walk or cycle short

journeys instead of taking the car.

Not only will this reduce emissions,

but air pollution is frequently

higher inside a vehicle than

outside it. Active travel also has

the added benefits of improving

mental and physical health through

increased physical activity.

• Use public transport for longer

journeys or where active travel is

not feasible for other reasons.

When walking or cycling, choose

quieter ‘back streets’ rather than

main roads and walk on the side

of the pavement furthest away

from traffic.

• When driving is the only option,

try not to leave the car ‘idling’

when stopped in traffic or when

stationary for other reasons.

• Use electric vehicles rather than

diesel and petrol vehicles where

this is a viable choice.

• Use air pollution forecasts to

monitor levels of pollution and

choose activities accordingly, such

as reducing outdoor exercise

when levels are high.

I know my kids will continue

to ask me some big questions,

and I will always do my best to

answer them. I hope, with action

from us all, their questions won’t

be prompted by air pollution.

GoodCoP, Bad CoP?
Great CoP!
“Hearing no objections, it is so decided.” And with these
words at 7:41 PM on 13th November 2021, an emotional
Alok Sharma, President of CoP26 gavelled the Glasgow
Climate Pact, by unanimous consent of the 198 nations
gathered there.

Global
Warming

The problem is that Earth s̓ current warming trend is
happening during a relatively cool orbital phase, and is
happeningmuch faster than usual.

Is this what the Suburb could look like?
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We wish to purchase items of silver in any condition.

As a long standing resident of the Suburb, Gideon

Cohen is happy to view your silverware in your home

and will make an offer to purchase, free of any obligation.

17 The London Silver Vaults

53-64 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1QT

020 7404 1425 | enquiries@gcohen.co.uk

www.gcohen.co.uk

TERRY BROOKS

L
ast year the Annual General

Meeting of the Hampstead

Garden Suburb Trust was

via Zoom – a first for the AGM.

This year the 52nd AGM was also

a first; it was a hybrid meeting

with about 20 people physically

present and about the same number

online. At least this time those

present could have a drink and a

chat before the meeting started.

The Chair, Raymond Taylor,

welcomed everyone and said he

thought the hybrid version might

mean we were moving back

towards normality. He thanked

the trustees, committee volunteers,

Simon Henderson, the CEO, and

the staff team for all their work

over the year. The meeting then

moved onto usual business:

the report and accounts, the

appointment of auditors and

electoral matters.

The Trust’s major activity was

the handling of applications for

consent to works and the oversight

of works in progress; mainly loft

and garage conversions. Most

Suburb residents worked with the

Trust, but there were always a few

who tried to do work without

permission, and they soon found

that the Trust will take action.

Seven local bodies received

grants from the Trust totalling

£20,057. Trust Council are advised

by the Grants and Amenities

Committee on these awards and

among the recipients this year were

Brookland Junior School, Northway

Gardens Organisation and the

Parish of St Jude-on-the-Hill.

The Trust had appointed

external accountants to improve

financial management. The report

and accounts were accepted by

all the members present without

any questions, and the Council

was given the authorisation to

appoint auditors.

Raymond Taylor was elected

to his second term as a trustee

without any candidates standing

against him. He said he had found

his first term enjoyable and

interesting, and felt fortunate to

be living in such a wonderful area.

In the usual question and

answer session, only one question

was tabled in advance on what

proposals and plans the Trust had

on the subject of climate change.

The Trust acknowledged the serious

reality of the situation and was

seeking to tread a carful path to

make the Suburb fit for the future

without destroying its nature.

To that end it was working on a

detailed document for guidance.

The Trust was considering

what can be done about insulation,

glazing, ground and air source

heat pumps, vehicle-charging

points, smart controls and

lighting. The older buildings in the

Suburb made questions of energy

consumption complicated, and at

present the use of solar panels

was limited to houses with a flat

crown roof. Solar power technology

was changing rapidly but, as yet,

there were no suitable solar tiles

being produced.

The subject of questioning

then moved on to the Trust taking

control of Central Square. Although

the process of arranging the lease

had been tortuous and slow, all

legal documents had been agreed

and the Trust was waiting for Barnet

to sign it off. On the question of

how the maintenance is to be

financed, some of the cost comes

from the designated fund and the

part coming from the management

charge was already reflected in

the budget. Barnet would retain

responsibility for looking after the

trees and the York stone paving.

The Trust also had a break clause

it could use if it wished.

A question was raised about

the future of the disused tennis

courts on the path between

Central Square and Willifield Way.

These were no longer considered

suitable for use by Henrietta

Barnett School as they are felt to

be too isolated. Use as a wildlife

garden was a suggestion for one

of them, while the other less

dilapidated one could be returned

to use as a tennis court for the

benefit the public.

The final topic concerned the

filling station at Henley’s Corner

and its sale to a developer to use

the site to build flats. A lot of

people wanted the petrol station

to remain because they are

becoming increasingly rare. While

the original draft proposal for the

site was not of good quality and

lead to its overdevelopment, no

formal application has been

received. Residents will be kept

informed of any proposals.

The meeting’s hybrid nature

did not bring back the spontaneity

and spirit to which Suburb

residents are accustomed. I can

only echo my sentiments in my

report on the previous year’s AGM

and hope we are able to revert to

a fully in person AGM next year…

Trust AGM goes hybrid!
Why be amember

of the Trust?
The Hampstead Garden Suburb Trust was established in 1968, to
“do all things possible in order to maintain and preserve the present
character and amenities of… the Hampstead Garden Suburb”. The
Scheme of Management approved in 1974 allowed the same level of
development control over enfranchised freeholds properties as the
old leases had over leasehold properties.
The Trust was constituted on a membership basis, allowing any
adult living on the Suburb for more than three years to participate in
its management through the Annual General Meeting and the
election of trustees. Membership remains free, and there are
currently around 700 members.
So why is this important? The Trust was established through the
efforts of the residents themselves, concerned the qualities which
made the Suburb a special place to live would be progressively
eroded through unregulated changes and the commercial pressures
of redevelopment. Membership expresses a continuing interest in
the maintenance of the Suburbʼs unique built and natural
environment through careful and informed regulation.
Membership also allows residents to enjoy events laid on by the
Trust, including Suburb walks and the annual Winter Lecture. These
events aim to be informative, entertaining, and of general interest to
residents of the Suburb.
This yearʼs Winter Lecture is on Monday 13 December and we
welcome guest speaker Duncan Cadbury who will tell us about
George Cadbury and the Bournville Village Trust – covering the man
and his family, chocolate-making, and his philanthropy and vision
which ultimately provided an inspiration to Henrietta Barnett and
Hampstead Garden Suburb.

Simon Henderson, Chief Executive, HGST

BEATRICE BOUSSARD

A
s the Orchard Housing

Society gets back to some

sort of normality, we

started to reopen our activities

again. One of the most popular is

our Coffee morning, we ran a Mac

Millan coffee morning on

Wednesday 29th September with

some of our tenants baking cakes,

with a variety of lovely flavours

and decorations. We were very

pleased to collect £200 for the

amazing Mac Millan Charity.

The celebrations continued

on Tuesday 12th October when

we organised a birthday party for

Jeanne, our most senior tenant

who has been living at the Orchard

for 30 years and celebrating her

100th birthday. She sang five

verses of a very old palm called

Jerusalem without missing a word!

This made everyone very emotional.

We sang and celebrated

together around a beautiful cake,

with many tenants popping in to

congratulate Jeanne.

Orchard Housing
resumes activities

Photo: Peter McCluskie

Photo: Beatrice Boussard
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MARJORIE HARRIS

I
n May 1911, Henrietta Barnett

received an unusual 60th

birthday present from her

friends and acquaintances in the

shape of a spire and weathervane

for the newly-built St Jude’s

Church in Central Square. When

they were dedicated two years

later, on 8 May 1913, a time

capsule with a letter from Canon

Barnett and a ‘photogravure’ of a

portrait of Samuel and Henrietta

Barnett from Toynbee Hall, were

encased in a metal tube and

included in the wooden finial

ball. Just over a century later, in

November 2015, the winds of

Storm Barney raged over

Hampstead Garden Suburb and

caused the cock and fish

weathervane to disintegrate on to

different parts of St Jude’s roof.

When repair work began, it was

discovered that the original

builders had also secretly placed

their own time capsule there, with

several unique objects in it.

MYKE JACOBS

F
rom the moment the HGS u3a

was launched in 2017 it has

run two very lively current

affairs discussion groups. Initially

they met in person but moved to

Zoom when the pandemic struck.

Between them they have nearly 90

members each meeting fortnightly

on alternate Wednesdays, so keen

members can attend every week if

they wish.

Malcolm Brahams is the

leader of Group 1. He says “We

discuss everything from Brexit to

‘Megxit’.” Normally the group

discuss four or five subjects in the

news but occasionally there is a

themed session led by a guest

speaker. Local celebrity Martin

Bell was a guest at Group 1’s

meeting on 10th November. He

led a discussion on sleaze in

British politics as well as airing his

views on other subjects including

progress at CoP 26 and the

breakdown of international order.

Marion Godfrey leads Group 2

which she describes as “a happy

band of opinionated, yet polite,

diverse group of members who

are interested in current events,

politics and moral conundrums

(or is it conundra?).” Using Zoom,

Marion has up to 22 members

joining lively discussions usually

ending on a light hearted note.

For details contact Malcolm,

hgsu3apolitics1@gmail.com or

Marion, hgsu3apolitics2@gmail.com.

HGS u3a boasts two
Current Affairs Groups

The original, official time
capsule (Photo: Marilyn Greene)
Above, right: Bottle from the
builders’ time capsule.

The original, official time
capsule (Photo: Marilyn Greene)
Above, right: Bottle from the
builders’ time capsule.

MARJORIE HARRIS

A
few months ago the Suburb

committee fundraising

for armed forces mental

health charity, Combat Stress,

realised that they had raised in

excess of an astonishing £49,733

over the past few years.

Despite the need to cancel

events due to Covid, the committee

pledged to increase that sum to

£50,000 by the end of this year.

In September the Chair of HGS

Combat Stress Committee, Ruth

Smith, with friend Anne Cooper,

set off for a few days of strenuous

walking along the Jurassic Coast

with the ambitious aim of raising

£1,000 in sponsorship. Thanks to

the generosity of Suburb residents,

work colleagues and friends, Ruth

and Anne’s challenging hike has

now raised £4,281.25. In their own

words: “Mission accomplished –

but not without incident. On our

last day we inadvertently wandered

onto private land and were politely

escorted off by a gamekeeper!

Although weary we’re delighted

that we managed to finish our

walk without breaking any bones

and with not too many blisters. A

heartfelt thank you from us both

for all your support and generous

donations for Combat Stress –

it’s greatly appreciated.”

But that was not the end for

Ruth and her HGS Combat Stress

Committee. Unfolding events in

Afghanistan were reigniting

mental stress for armed forces

veterans who had served there.

Many were turning to Combat

Stress for help and support, with

their 24-hour helpline seeing a

100% increase in calls from

veterans. Funds were urgently

needed. So, a Pop-Up Fair in

Chatham Close was quickly

planned and took place on 9

October. Thanks to a wonderful

army of volunteers, all the tables

were set up – and the sun shone.

A steady stream of people

thronged Chatham Close

throughout the morning. It felt

great to see the HGS community

out and about. Thanks to the

generosity of the Suburb’s bakers,

who provided delicious home-

made cakes and preserves, and

Gail’s, Temple Fortune, who

generously donated a carload of

bread, cakes, pastries and

savouries, the event has now

made £1,325.51.

Therefore the grand total

raised by HGS Combat Stress to

date now is £55,339.76!

A big thank you to all our

wonderful volunteers and

supporters for their generosity

and continued support – we

couldn’t have done it without you!

There are still a few Combat

Stress Christmas cards available.

Contact ruthafsmith@hotmail.com.

HGS Combat Stress update

What s̓ new in the
Virtual Museum
St Jude s̓ SpireWeathervane
& Time Capsules collection

The latest collection to be

launched in the Virtual Museum

reveals in fascinating

detail the story behind

both the time capsules

and what was in them.

In addition you can

follow the history of

the weathervanes,

read about the

campaign to raise

funds for structural

work on the spire,

and admire the

skilled work of the

construction team.

A replacement

weathervane and

modern time

capsules, including

one from the 21st

century builders to match the

earlier one, were blessed and

reinstated on the spire this

Summer, and this brand new

collection unites and connects

both ends of the continuing story

of one of the Suburb’s tallest and

most important buildings from

1913 to 2021. It is illustrated with

many fascinating photographs

(https://hgsheritage.org.uk/ Home

Page, What’s New).

Martin Bell

Photos: © Ruth Smith
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KATE WEBSTER

T
he Henrietta Barnett School

welcomed a new headteacher

at the start of the new

school year in September. Clare

Wagner arrived at HBS following a

successful and varied career in

teaching and school leadership in

and around London. Graduating

from Bristol with a degree in

History, she initially taught English

in Austria, before qualifying as a

History teacher in England via her

first post at a grammar school in

Slough. She is familiar with north-

west London having held senior

posts at both North London

Collegiate School and South

Hampstead – no doubt there will

be readers who remember her

from when they were pupils or

parents at one of these schools!

Clare comes to HBS from the

headship of West London Free

School and whilst she has

enjoyed teaching in more than

one co-educational school, she is

clearly delighted to be back in a

single-sex girls’ school.

As one would expect, given

much of her background and her

new appointment, Clare is highly

committed to girls’ education and

believes that there continues to

be a place for girls’ schools in the

on-going quest for full parity and

equality for women. Whilst society

has come a long way since the

early 1960s when it was still a

requirement for women to resign

their posts in many areas of work

on marriage (including teaching

and the civil service), women are

still underrepresented in many

areas of public and commercial

life, particularly at the highest levels,

such as FTSE 100 boardrooms.

Even where progress has been

made there is still a massive gender

pay disparity, not to mention

subtle (or not) glass ceilings.

There is considerable evidence

that in girls’ schools, students are

less likely to make gender stereo-

typical choices; a cursory glance

at the examination results on the

school’s website shows that STEM

subjects are hugely popular whereas

co-ed schools can struggle to

overcome the perception of these

as ‘male’ subject areas. Girls’

schools also provide important

role-models for their pupils of

women in leadership.

Clare’s MSc in Learning and

Teaching from Oxford enabled her

to look in depth at girls’ oracy and

research into areas which can

prevent women (especially, but

not exclusively) from performing

to their best advantage in high

pressure public settings. She is

now putting into practice some of

this learning and expertise as she

teaches every class in Year 7 (that’s

the first year for everyone who

predates the National Curriculum!).

Not only will this enable her to get

to know every new entrant to the

school (and they her), but she will

be concentrating on developing

their skills and confidence in

public speaking. She believes

passionately in giving girls as many

opportunities as possible but also

in removing (or at least making

them aware of) the invisible trip-

wires which can inhibit progress.

Many women will be aware of and

may well have experienced

‘imposter syndrome’ (I confess!),

but Clare will be doing her best to

ensure that no HBS alumna will

find herself fronting a press

conference or addressing a large

audience without having learnt

and practised the presentation,

skills and body language of a

confident, assured public speaker.

Clare is delighted by the

young women she has met since

taking up her headship. She finds

them “hugely intelligent, polite

and friendly” and “intellectually

curious” and of course, after the

Covid disruptions of the last two

academic years, there is a real

excitement to be together again

and the hope of a ‘normal’ year

ahead. Just as the school has high

expectations of the students, they

are also keen to have their voices

heard and to share in the leader-

ship of the school. Readers of

Suburb News who have followed

the recently introduced Youth

Pages will not be surprised that

there is an appetite to engage with

current world issues and problems

and to hear and learn through

opportunities such as podcasts

and speaker programmes from and

about women’s journeys, including

women of colour.

Before visiting, I had wondered

if the influence of Henrietta

Barnett would still be as evident

at the school as during my time

teaching at HBS in the late 1990s.

I knew that her portrait still watches

over the Hall but a century on,

would she still be an inspirational

figure for 21st century young

women? On entering Clare’s office,

the evidence of her summer

reading was immediately apparent

in the various biographies of

Henrietta, as well as histories of

the school and Suburb. Having

researched Henrietta Barnett

myself in order to lead Heritage

Walks for Proms at St Jude’s in the

Suburb and Whitechapel, it was

immediately clear that Clare has

absorbed and shares many of the

passions and motivations of

Henrietta Barnett and truly believes

that these should be at the heart

of the school’s mission today.

Clare describes HBS as

“a beautiful school in a beautiful

area.” She is aware that there may

be a perception of a ‘town and

gown’ division between the

school and the local area, but is

clearly sincere in wanting the

school and local community to be

on good terms. She would love

more local girls to come to the

school and hopes that residents

are proud to have such an

outstanding school at the centre

of the Suburb.

As with all state schools,

governors must observe education

law in framing their Admissions

Policy. The school is (and has

been at the very least since the

1944 Education Act) academically

selective; this means that girls

have to sit an entrance

examination. However, once the

top 300 have been identified,

preference within that cohort is

given to girls who live within three

miles of the school (‘looked after’

children and ‘pupil premium’

students who fulfil the selective

criteria are also given priority).

With over 2000 applicants,

reaching that top 300 is clearly a

challenge, but the distance

criterion does give a geographical

advantage to those living close to

the school. This relatively new

flexibility allowed by education

law hasn’t always existed and it is

a credit to the school that this

has been adopted.

Life as a headteacher is not

without challenges, of course! As

former headteacher myself, I am

perhaps more attuned to current

media reports of lack of money

for school building repairs, so I was

not surprised that Clare mentioned

that finances are tight and

maintaining a listed building of

historic and architectural

importance can be costly.

Clare believes that Henrietta

Barnett would be ‘immensely

proud’ that the school which she

fought to establish is regularly the

highest achieving state school in

the country. At that time,

although women could study at

Oxford and Cambridge, they could

not be awarded degrees (this only

changed in 1920 and the late

1940s respectively), so Henrietta

would no doubt be delighted that

more than 30 girls regularly

progress to Oxbridge every year

(as well as numerous others to

medicine, dentistry and veterinary

science elsewhere). Always

innovative and an innovator,

Henrietta Barnett was inclusive in

her approach to class and faith,

both in Whitechapel and in

Hampstead Garden Suburb. She

remained deeply involved in both

the Suburb and the School until

her death; the school which bears

her name (albeit not so named by

Henrietta herself, I’m pleased to

say) was an integral part of her

vision of HGS. She described the

school as ‘the child of my old age’

– no doubt an indication of the

importance and affection with

which she regarded it.

Covid has interfered in many

aspects of local life, but audiences

at the Proms at St Jude’s were

delighted to be back in the Hall at

Henrietta Barnett for the Lit Fest

and family concert. Meanwhile, in

the online world HBS students

were able to continue to

contribute to Suburb News’ Youth

Pages and HBS A Level historians

worked as interns with the HGS

Virtual Museum. As Clare Wagner

settles into her new role, we look

forward to getting to know her

and to opportunities for

collaboration between the School

and Suburb organisations.

PEOPLE
S U B U R B

Welcome to ClareWagner
newHead of HBS

Hall and Randall Plumbers
Plumbing and Heating Services • Property Maintenance

Look no further... your local plumbers
Emergency repairs, blocked pipes, drainage,
guttering, roofing, central heating and boilers.
12 months guarantee, 40 years experience

132 Manor Way, Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 1QX

Evenings: Garry 020 8207 3286 • Greg 020 8953 9828

11495

Web: www.hallandrandallplumbers.com
Email: office@hallandrandall.com

Tel: 020 8953 2094 • Fax: 020 8905 1602

Central Heating, Plumbing Repairs & Advisory Service

Clare Wagner
(Photo: Richard Cain)
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Robert andNatalie
the sibling owners of
Cohens, the Jewellers
SIMONE HALFIN INTERVIEWS

B
rother and sister Robert and

Natalie, currently running

D&M Cohen Ltd, Jewellers in

Temple Fortune, have been

celebrating the shop’s 50th year

of trading.

Simone: Robert and Natalie,

many congratulations on D&M

Cohen’s 50th Anniversary last year.

As you were not able to celebrate

properly due to the pandemic,

have you been making up for it

this year?

Natalie: We have continued the

promotion with a loyalty card and

a scratch card that we had started

to use before lockdown at the end

of last year and we are continuing

to honour that now as well.

Simone: You are the third

generation to own the shop, tell

me about the original owners.

Robert: The D was my Uncle,

Douglas, and the M my Father,

Michael. We used to have five

shops around London. The last

but one was in Tottenham, which

closed about 15 years ago, and

this is the remaining one which

has been going for 51 years now.

Simone: Your wonderful assistant,

Tony, behind the counter – who

can repair most things – how long

has he been with you?

Robert: Tony has been with us for

over 40 years. A large part of our

business is repairs. We can repair

batteries and some watches from

here, but we have lots of repairers

who we can send things to.

Natalie: We have a fantastic team

of staff and they have been very

loyal to us over the years.

Simone: Did you always want to

continue in the family business?

Robert: Yes, after I left university,

I immediately came back to work

with my father.

Simone: Natalie, does that go for

you too?

Natalie: I used to work here on

Saturdays and school holidays

since I was really young, then had

a break, working for Signet Group

Jewellers and became a Junior

Buyer, but left to have my family.

After that I came back and have

worked here ever since.

Simone: I notice you are a Member

of the Company of Master

Jewellers – what does that entail?

Robert: It is a large buying group

for independent retailers with

bi-annual meetings. We get special

discounts and things like that.

Natalie: We share ideas and discuss

what is going on in the industry.

Simone: You have an incredibly

varied stock, do you ever fancy

buying any of the second-hand

things that have been brought in?

Robert: Watches. I am into second-

hand watches and if there is one

going, they always take my eye.

Natalie: And I am into jewellery.

Simone: Over the years you have

been working here, have you had

any problems?

Richard: Yes in 2016 we had an

armed robbery; they smashed our

wooden door in with a sledge-

hammer around lunchtime.

Simone: Were you there?

Richard: No, I had just popped

out of the shop to pick up some

laundry from down the road, my

sister was here with Tony, it was

just the two of them, they forced

both of them into the back of the

shop. One was watching over

them, and one was taking stuff

from the front window. Then,

fortunately, Wolfgang from Sweet

Vienna, which used to be next

door, came out with one of his big

rolling pins, which scared them,

so they left.

Simone: Did you lose much

stock? Were they ever caught?

Richard: Yes, they took a bit from

the front window. I think one of

them was caught.

Simone: To finish on a nicer

subject; lots of celebrities live

round here, have you seen many

in your shop?

Richard: Yes. Tom Conti has come

in, Richard Madeley has been in a

lot, Annie Lennox, Jonathan Ross,

Emma Bunton.

Simone: Any funny stories?

Richard: Well, I have become

quite good friends with the boxer,

Anthony Joshua. He messaged on

social media after he won his gold

medal that he wanted a watch and

I replied saying come down to

your local jeweller and I will sort

you out. I made a bet with him that

if Andy Murray, who was playing

in the US Open at that time won,

I would give him a watch, up to a

certain value. Andy Murray did

win, and he came in with Nicola

Adams, who also won a gold

medal in boxing. He also

recommended us for a Google

advert, which we made with him

last year which was good fun.

Simone: A nice note to end on.

Thank you and a very happy

anniversary D&M Cohen!

PEO
PLE

A SHOUT OUT FOR… Hampstead Dental Studio
The Suburb’s very own Hampstead Dental Studio has been nominated for ‘Best New Practice’ and
‘Best Website’ in the National Private Dentistry Awards 2021. They are one of only five nominees and the
nomination coincides with their one year anniversary. We wish them good luck!

S U B U R B

www.radfieldhomecare.co.uk

We are very happy to come out to meet
you and your relatives to discuss our

services.

0208 064 0240 camden@radfieldhomecare.co.uk

We are extremely proud to support
older people in our community to

live independently in their own homes.

Our team is passionate about
delivering the highest standard of

care and will always go above and
beyond to help our clients.

Outings & activities
Household tasks
Medication support
Wellbeing
Dementia care
Personal care

Please call us at any time for more
information about how we can help you.

Robert & Natalie outside their Jewellers
(Photo: Redwood London/Natalie Werter)

Early A & J Cohen shop in Hoxton N1, circa 1950s

Photo: Ann Clarke, Survive Alive
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JEAN & MEGAN FRASER

O
ur dear Mary sadly died on

9th September aged 91.

Mary moved to the Suburb

in the mid-eighties and loved its

architecture, its abundance of plant

life and became well known as a

familiar face around the Suburb.

Born in Warwickshire in 1930,

Mary was educated at Cheltenham

Ladies College and Westfields

College where she studied French

and Italian. After graduating she

worked as personal assistant to

the poet Dame Edith Sitwell before

teaching English with the British

Council in Sweden and Brazil.

In the late sixties Mary was

selected to set up and oversee

the development of the visionary

Unified Language Service (ULS)

within the Inner London Education

Authority (ILEA). Funded by the

Home Office, the ULS taught

English as a second language,

catering primarily to immigrant

children. From its initial single

centre in Islington, the Service

expanded to have centres within

the ten divisions of the ILEA and

comprised a diverse student body

speaking up to 160 first languages.

Contrary to the standards of

the time, the ULS taught its

students by integrating them into

mainstream classrooms; initially

concentrating on secondary

school pupils, it later extended to

primary school children and then

advisory services. Colleagues tell

how Mary’s character was

fundamental to the work of the

centres – her diplomacy, her

kindness and staunch work ethic.

In addition to directing the

Service, Mary developed a course

to train teachers in ULS methods

and taught in countries as diverse

as Syria, Yugoslavia, Peru, Nigeria

and again, Brazil.

The Service’s innovative work

went beyond language tuition to

SUE HAMILTON & IAN DAVIDSON

H
ugh (proud wearer of his

Hamilton tartan tie) and

his wife Sue (Susan) came

to live in the Suburb – in Chatham

Close – in 1971. They moved to

Wild Hatch in 1973. He died at

Wild Hatch on 2nd May this year.

Born in Nottingham, Hugh

was the eldest brother of three

and leader of the trio’s escapades.

The death of his father when he

was just eleven was a hammer

blow. But it was typical of him and

his brothers Julian and Andrew

that Johanna Julius, a German

au pair who came to help his

mother, has remained – along

with her family – dear friends of

the Hamiltons until this day.

Hugh was awarded a law degree

from Nottingham University,

joining the Sherwood Foresters for

his National Service. In 1968 he

married Susan Knight and they had

two sons, Ian and Christopher.

He meanwhile had trained as

a solicitor and became a partner

in Crane and Hawkins, a long-

established small Anglo-American

firm. Through executing the will of

including their students’ cultural

traditions and histories within

the syllabus. At a time when the

National Front were hosting

meetings in London schools, this

was particularly progressive and

necessary work that effectuated

lasting changes to the London

curriculum. In 1990 the ILEA was

sadly abolished and Mary took

early retirement.

The ensuing years were rich

and full. With the permission of

the local authority, she soon

began a long association with a

group of Eritrean refugee children

who, fleeing war, had arrived in

the UK and were living in a church

in Hackney. Teaching them English

and Maths as children, she

mentored them until they were old

enough to get first jobs, maintaining

contact and developing life-long

friendships with many in the group.

In 2010 Mary joined the

U3A where she researched and

led historic walks for both the

North London and Hampstead

Garden Suburb groups, as well as

contributing talks and articles to

the Shape of London architectural

group. She also pursued her

long-standing love of classical –

especially chamber – music

avidly, frequently attending The

Wigmore Hall and always the

Proms at St Judes.

Mary only disclosed her

health situation to closest family

and friends; she seldom disclosed

her age either and many friends

and colleagues had no idea she

was 91 nor that she had become

so ill. Mary’s determination to

keep living life as normal is

illustrated by the fact that the

evening she was discharged after

three nights at the Royal Free

Hospital, she attended a concert

at the Wigmore Hall, travelling on

public transport as always. This

was the approach Mary brought

to everything she did; ill health

was not going to get in the way.

Mary will be missed so much

by the many people she touched

with her loyalty, her friendship

and generosity. She lives on in our

hearts and memories and stands

as a shining example of what we

can truly call a life well lived.

Mary Fraser is survived by her

sister Jean, her niece Megan, her

cousins Anthony, Gaynor and

Gaynor’s children and grandchildren.

Anna Freud, Sigmund’s daughter,

he became a Trustee of the Freud

Museum (for 25 years). He was

also a Trustee of the Octavia Hill

Housing Association. Via a merger,

Hugh became Head of Private

Clients at Lawrence Graham, a much

larger firm. Younger colleagues

from those days still say he was

the best boss they ever had.

In the Suburb, Hugh served

for six years on the Trust and then

four years on the HGS Institute

Council, trying angrily to preserve

the Institute from its miserable re-

location and demise. He’d revelled

in courses on Photography and

the History of Art, enjoyed Pauline

Drayson’s play readings and the

Theatre Club coach trips to the

West End. Alas, all gone.

Hugh’s sense of fun, like his

gift for friendship, was prodigious.

One of his many April Fool’s jokes

at work – that he (thinly disguised

as Alf Porilo) had wangled the

entire staff a 10% discount at the

Crematorium – became part of the

firm’s mythology. He was physically

boisterous too and his sons – and

Sue – remember that trait he had

in common with many dads. After

a long hard day, he’d come home

on the Tube, arriving just as his

sleepy sons were being ushered

toward bed. In two minutes, he’d

have them playing happily again,

all thoughts of bedtime erased.

When he became chairman of

the Suburb branch of the Historical

Association, he was determined

there should be more fun. Not

only did he pep up the choice of

speakers but he made it a one

man quest to get a cup of tea or a

glass of wine into everyone’s hand

after a lecture and ‘get them

talking!’ He succeeded.

S U B U R B

Mary
Fraser

1930 - 2021

Hugh
Hamilton

1937 - 2021

Chartered Practice

XULArchitectureisan
imaginativearchitecture
practice inspiredby
naturallight

33BelsizeLane
LondonNW35AS
+44(0)2074319014
xularchitecture.co.uk

Photo: Chris Hamilton

Photo: Family archive



Join theHGS Residents Association or renew yourmembership. (One subscription covers everyone at the address)

Name(s)

Address Postcode

Email Phone

Annual subscription amount (Minimum payment £15 per annum)..........................................£

Fellowship donation* (Optional).....................................................................................................................£
(To support Fellowship, a Suburb charity, in its work for Suburb senior citizens)
Total ...................................................................................................................................................................................£
* I declare by making this donation that I want to Gift Aid my donations to Fellowship House and am a UK taxpayer paying
sufficient tax tomeet the Gift Aid onmy donation. I agree to Fellowship receivingmy details for this purpose.

(Delete the above declaration if you do not wish to Gift Aid your donation or do not pay sufficient tax)I wish to pay:
by cheque (payable to HGS Residents Association). Please write your address on the back of the cheque.
by bank transfer to HGS Residents Association: Bank: HSBC Sort Code: 40-03-11 Acc. No: 91605747

Please return this form (with cheque if applicable) to:
The Membership Secretary, HGS Residents Association, PO Box 67700, London NW111NS

Our Privacy Policy can be viewed at hgsra.uk/about/dataprotection.html SN148

Play your part in keeping
our Suburb special

HampsteadGardenSuburb
Residents Association

The Hampstead Garden Suburb Residents Association was formed over 100 years ago.
Membership is open to all residents, and non-residents can join as associate members. With nearly
2,000 members, it has grown in strength to become a positive and powerful force on the Suburb, by:

• organising social and cultural events including fêtes, picnics and a New Yearʼs Eve party •
• arranging open meetings for residents to express their views and pre-election political meetings •

• maintaining and enhancing our environment and the character of the Suburb •
• representing member views by lobbying local councillors, politicians, planning authorities etc •

• supporting local societies and voluntary organisations •
• donating to various local charities including The Proms at St Judeʼs •

• producing the RA website, Suburb News & eNews, the Directory and the HGS List email group •
• giving access to the Master Tradespeople List: recommendations made by fellow Suburb members •

• helping to keep the Suburb safe and engendering an inclusive community spirit •

Join the Hampstead Garden Suburb Residents Association online at
hgsra.uk/join
(or post the form below)
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RA REVIEW
EMMA HOWARD, RA CHAIR

R
A Council meets (via Zoom) four times a year at 8 pm, to be

updated by its Executive and to discuss various matters related

to the Residents Association. Our October meeting was

attended by 12 Council members and two visitors. Suburb residents

are most welcome to join these meetings and can ask a question at the

beginning of the meeting but are not able to join in wider discussions

but can listen in.

If you are interested in standing for Council, then please contact

chair@hgsra.uk. You will also be expected to join one of our standing

committees or take on a role for the RA: there are always things to be

done and Head of Litter Picking remains an immediate opportunity!

We discussed finance and membership; grants and events,

including the forthcoming events questionnaire emailed as part of the

November eNews and available on our website hgsra.uk.

The editors of Suburb News updated Council members on a new

team of Year 10 pupils from Henrietta Barnett School who have written

this edition’s Youth Section of Suburb News which we hope appeals

particularly to the younger residents in the Suburb.

We heard from Council member, Maria Schlatter, who is leading

the effort to create a new community fruit orchard in Lyttleton Playing

Fields. There are still some details to agree with LB Barnet and the

delivery date for the specially grafted fruit trees selected by our

volunteers is awaited, but a recent volunteer meeting was well

attended, and we are extremely pleased that this has generated so

much interest and support. If you are interested, please contact Maria

on fruitorchard@hgsra.uk.

UPDATES ON MATTERS OF LOCAL INTEREST:

1. Charitable giving: I wrote in the previous edition that RA Council

members have the usually pleasurable role of bestowing grant support

for local charities and bodies doing good work. The recent meeting was

no different and we agreed funding as follows:

• Northway Gardens Organisation: up to £4,815 to support expenses

incurred here including 2 new park benches (exact details still to be

agreed) and general maintenance works. RA Council remains extremely

supportive and appreciative of the excellent work done by volunteers

in the gardens. If you would like to support their efforts as a volunteer

or financially, please contact Brian Ingram on 020 8458 5313 or

ingrambluebird@hotmail.com.

• Hampstead Heath Extension: the Hampstead Heath management

team is committed to installing new playground equipment in the

existing enclosed location on the Extension aimed at a wider age range

up to 12 years, subject to funding being available. They have been

carrying out a community engagement exercise and are in touch with

several local families who are keen to see this put into place in 2022.

We await further details and costings but all money for the playground,

estimated to cost around £40,000, will need to be raised from community

funding and donations with the City of London in the process of

setting up a fund-raising site for this purpose. RA Council agreed to

contribute £10,000 towards the project and will work with the Heath

team to raise local funds. More information to follow when available.

2.Road and Traffic Matters: RA volunteers continue to seek

improvements in our area. The number of issues and CPZ requests

raised in the area of HGS south of the A1 has led LB Barnet to carry

out a Garden Suburb Engagement on Parking: we hope residents will

have made good use of the survey to voice concerns they might have.

• Willifield Way/Asmuns Hill junction: LB Barnet have now repainted

this roundabout as well as carried out repainting of line markings and

repairs to potholes here.

• Addison Way width restrictors: works here seem to have made the

posts more robust, but it doesn’t appear that they do much to deter

drivers from using this residential road as a route to avoid Henley

Corner traffic lights. No doubt residents here will have commented in

the Garden Suburb survey.

• Meadway/Hampstead Way roundabout: this continues to make

progress through the LB Barnet system and the report on this was

tabled for the 30 June Finchley & Green Residents Forum. Detailed plans

are available via the link below but essentially involve putting traffic

calming measures and crossing points for residents in on Meadway:

https://tinyurl.com/mkx8uyup.

• Kingsley Way: it looks likely that there will be a LB Barnet led review

of the need for a pedestrian crossing outside the entrance to Lyttelton

Playing Fields.

3. Publications: readers will have noted the refresh of Suburb News.

Readers may be interested in the fact that the ‘new’ Suburb News costs

less to produce than the previous version as printing and editorial

costs have been reduced. Advertising income results in the newspaper

making a small profit for the RA. Editors continue to receive excellent

feedback on our local newspaper delivered free to over 5,000

households and businesses in the Suburb. The volunteer distribution

team is going strong again following its long Covid enforced absence

and did a brilliant job on distributing Issue 147 despite a hiccup in

delivery from the new printers. We continue to seek volunteer

distributors in several locations: please email lornapage@talktalk.net

if you can help especially on Falloden Way/Market Place, Winnington

Road and Ingram Avenue.

We receive a lot of interest in advertising in Suburb News.

Advertisers commit to at least four consecutive advertisements to

maximise publicity they receive, and their adverts have more impact on

our smaller paged newspaper. If you are interested in advertising,

please email chair@hgsra.uk.

The 100th Edition of Suburb eNews for November was emailed to

members on Halloween. This is a monthly newsletter packed full of

RA
Council
Meeting
Report

26 October

S U B U R B
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current local news and details of upcoming events, filling the gap

between editions of our quarterly Suburb News. Edition 100 included

details of Barnet Council’s Controlled Parking Zone Survey; booking

information for Hampstead Garden Opera’s performances of Figaro

and Garden Suburb Theatre’s production of Powell and Pressburger’s

1946 film a Matter of Life and Death, which all took place in November.

Details of new building works at Bute Mews; updates from local

organisations; and other local news articles were also featured.

Suburb eNews is sent to all RA members for whom we have email

addresses. If you are a member and don’t receive it, that is likely to be

because we don’t have your email address which is the case for some

of our long-standing members who pay by standing order just email

membershipsec@hgsra.uk with your address details and ask to be

added. If you are not a member, it’s another good reason to join:

please go to hgsra.uk/join to sign up.

4. New Environment

Committee for the Suburb:

I wrote in the previous edition

about my wish to set up a new

Environment Committee of the

RA and am delighted at the

response received and the high

level and variety of expertise we

have in our community. The

inaugural meeting took place on

3 November and I will provide an

update in the March 2022

edition of Suburb News.

5.Allotments: our treasurer, Steve Morris, filled in for Philip Harlow

who was unable to attend the Council meeting. Things are going well

and there is now a very small leadership group working with the HGS

Trust on the bigger challenges, with site secretaries devoting their time

to the more day to day aspects of running the sites including seed

swaps, grass cutting and other matters.

6.Memorial benches in parks and open spaces: LB Barnet now

have a new procedure for ordering benches and a price list. This can be

found on the RA website https://hgsra.uk/info/index.html.

Allotments

Street trees in the Suburb

Pavements

PHILIP HARLOW, ALLOTMENTS

T
his year, due to the ongoing

COVID situation, the usual

harvest supper was replaced

with an informal social event on

Sunday 12th September at the

very hidden Wordsworth/Willifield

allotment site, giving the

opportunity to have a glass of

wine and to chat with fellow

allotment holders about the trials

and tribulations of the year.

PETER FALK, TREES

I
t has been a disturbing summer

as Barnet carried out their

three-yearly survey of street

trees and as a result decided to

fell 81 plus more on the park

areas and cut back the crown of

over 200 other street trees. This

massacre repeated in other wards

and in other Boroughs in London

will cause untold damage to the

environment and air quality

leading to more deaths and illness

from respiratory diseases.

However, Barnet has little

choice because of Health and

Safety regulations. If they find a

tree has a disease, even though it

will probably survive for another

25-50 years, it will be recorded on

their data base and if subsequently

a branch/tree should fall on a car/

pram, any enquiry will severely

condemn the Borough, fine them

and the tree officer responsible

for retaining the tree will be

reprimanded/dismissed. Many of

the tree reductions have been

made because of potential

subsidence claims where the law

is heavily in favour of insurance

companies. In my view we need a

completely new mindset whereby

trees are valued as important

assets. For example, if a mature

oak was valued at £100,000,

insurance companies would baulk

at suggesting these mature trees

should be felled.

The good news is that, after

negotiation, Barnet has agreed to

plant 86 new trees in the Suburb

this winter of which 19 will be

financed by the RA (see later).

I have worked together with Barnet

and agreed the total list instead of

About 40 plot holders

attended; the weather was kind

and it was generally agreed that it

was interesting to visit another

allotment site. It is likely that

similar events will be held in 2022

on other allotment sites following

the positive feedback. Thank you

to the plot holders on the site for

allowing us to use their site!

It was doubly appropriate to

hold the social here as there were

two overall winners on this site.

just giving them our preferences

for the 19 trees because I wanted

the trees to be planted in the best

positions, considering trees in front

gardens etc and also because the

Vacant Tree Pit list on the Council’s

system is very inaccurate. Where

there have been disagreements,

there have been joint visits to

resolve the problem. We have also

agreed to 12 residents’ requests

with the proviso that the resident

will monitor the health of the new

tree. Most new trees should be in

situ by the end of December. Of

course, it will be many years

before the foliage of the new trees

will be anything like the foliage of

the felled or reduced crowns, but

it is better than nothing.

The RA is again making a

major contribution which should

Evelyn Thomas won the Phyllis

Young trophy for the best plot

and Stuart Hill won best newcomer.

Both were worthy winners and

judges based their decision on crop

variety, use of space and neatness

of plot.

Next March we will be

holding the bi-annual seed swap

so we are encouraging plot

holders to save seeds from now

on to give everyone a head start

for next year.

be trumpeted. We are financing 15

trees at a total cost of £6,000 and

have also started a ‘Sponsor a

Street Tree’ scheme. This year

four residents are contributing

£250 each and the RA is paying

£150 a tree to make up the total

cost of £400 charged by Barnet

for a suitable new tree.

There seems little logic for the

Government to say how important

it is to plant new trees but do

nothing to stop existing trees

being felled. Of course, new trees

are important, but it is much more

important to retain our existing

tree stock with mature foliage and

the wildlife habitat they provide.

To support our work or if you

would like to help fund a street

tree near you, please email me at

trees@hgsra.uk

PHILIP OKRENT, PAVEMENTS

I
am constantly receiving emails from residents regarding pavement

problems which I then inspect and, if they are sufficiently dangerous

based on the guidelines of Barnet BC, I upload photos and

descriptions to our Councillors John Marshall and Rohit Grover and I

must say that the response from them is excellent. They of course then

pass details on to Barnet and usually receive a communication with a

reference number stating that repairs will be carried out normally within

seven/eight working days. This does not, I am afraid to say, always

happen and there are still locations where repair works have not been

carried out.

There is also of course the problem where Barnet’s contractors are

taking short cuts and replacing damaged paving stones with tarmac or

rubber crumb which is possibly acceptable where tree roots are in situ

but not as has happened in Denman Drive North and on Norrice Lea

opposite the junction with Linden Lea which is frankly just laziness,

and I am following these situations up.

I understand that where house owners carry out works which cause

pavement and curbs outside their properties to be damaged, the

Council is entitled to request compensation for the cost of remedial

repair works. I wish this was followed up more often.

There are also ongoing problems in many streets throughout the

Suburb of blocked and overflowing manholes causing flooding

particularly at road junctions. There is one incident in Ingram Avenue

outside No.36 where water has been pouring out of a manhole for

weeks and NO ONE whether it be Barnet, Thames Water, Affinity Water

or Capita seem to be admitting liability or taking steps to rectify the

matter which could develop into a dangerous scenario in the winter

months when it ices up. Thames Water closed off the drive to No.36

Ingram which meant they had no vehicular access to their own

property for a substantial amount of time but absolutely no works were

carried out…

I hope that we will see more improvement in the Suburb’s

pavements in the future and will continue to work towards that goal.

Please send photos and precise location details where there is a

pavement issue which you are concerned about. You can contact me at

pavements@hgsra.uk.

will take place on Monday 28 March 2022
at 8pm in the Bigwood Hall, Bigwood Road
Nominations for posts of officers and members of the

Council must be received by 14 March 2022.
The nomination should be submitted in writing, signed by

the nominee, a proposer and a seconder and sent to:

The Membership Secretary, PO Box 67700,
London, NW111NS

(The AGM agenda will be available from 21 March
on the RA website, www.hgsra.uk)

The 109th
RA AGM HampsteadGardenSuburb

Residents Association

New EnComm chair, Jonathan
Waxman (Photo: Samantha Leek)

Due to hermoving out of the Suburb, Dr Ann Spencer will be relinquishing
her various RA and Trust roles. We thank Ann for her contribution to the
RAʼs work over many years and, in particular, for managing the tree
survey and leading the work on paving/hardstanding which led to the
Trust producing guidance on the issue with much RA input. We offer her
our warmest best wishes for the future.

Photo: Emma Howard
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ADEENA
If I were to make a time capsule, it would include a range
of items that reflect myself and our current society. Firstly,
I would add a rather tattered copy of a book that I think is
both classic and timeless: “Little Women” by Louisa May
Alcott. Published in 1869, the messages in the book are
still relevant and empowering today, and would be years
on from now. Another book I would add is ʻI amMalalaʼ by
Malala Yousufazia. Her biography never ceases to inspire
me, and I would love for people of the future to read and
learn from her story! On a different note I would definitely
add a wrapper of a Hersheyʼs chocolate bar (my favourite);
who knows what kind of candy will exist in the future?
Adding newly-published articles about advancements in
research (in technology or medicine, for example) would
certainly be interesting to compare for future generations.
Fashion throughout the ages has always been of huge
interest to me, so I would definitely add photos and

clippings of my favourite fashion from the past and now!
Lastly, I would add a vinyl record of Fine Line by Harry
Styles – I think the people of the future would love to

listen to some quality music from our times!

SMRUTHI
I would like to put some umbrellas, a

raincoat, lots of gloves, woolly hats, thick
jackets, sunglasses and sun hats in my time
capsule This seems like quite a variety of
clothing, but it all has purpose. Climate
change is bound to get more disastrous in

the near future, and we are already
experiencing the start of it. Since everyone
will be going through the changing and
drastic weather, shops will not be able to
have enough of the clothes needed to

survive and live through these conditions.
Therefore, I would put some extra clothes in
the time capsule, to make sure that the
people of the future are prepared.

Welcome to our new SNY team

Inspired by the
Time Capsule

found in the old
weathervane of

St Judeʼs (see p4),
the new SNY team
had a think about
what they might
put in their own
Time Capsule…

Hello! My name is Adeena
Khan; Iʼm fourteen years old
and study at The Henrietta

Barnett School in year 10!
I hold a keen interest in journalism

and thought-provoking articles, and so Iʼm really
excited and grateful to be a part of this team of
Youth Writers. There is a wide range of activities
I take part in. I enjoy swimming immensely;
along with playing some tennis at my local park.
Long walks around North Finchley and travelling
are also amongst my list of pastimes. Iʼm a huge
English fan, and am always researching authors
and poems. Currently my favourite poem is
ʻConiferous Fathersʼ by Michael Kleber-Diggs.
When I am older I would like to be a surgeon and
help save lives; weʼve certainly witnessed
the importance of healthcare throughout the
past year!

My name is Kriti Mehta and
I am ecstatic to have this
opportunity to be a part of

the new group of Youth
Writers. Living in Hampstead and

having a passion for journalism result in me
being an avid reader of Suburb News. Iʼm a Year
10 Student at The Henrietta Barnett School and I
take part in a wide range of activities such as
netball and tennis – Iʼve played both sports my
whole life! Some of my hobbies include acting,
playing the violin and reading.

Call now for a free quotation

joshuabergercarpentry.com
For all your professional
carpentry needs

I specialise in all domestic and
commercial carpentry

to the highest possible standards
Professional decorating services
also managed with over 10 years

of excellence
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Maths
Combat Learning Loss with

Expert private coaching in Hamsptead

Online or face-to-face
Common Entrance and 7+, 11+, 13+

GCSE, A level and Further Maths
STEP & MAT

Recent successes at Westminster and St Paul’s, as well as Oxford
and Cambridge Universities.

Highly experienced former Head of Maths with B.Sc. Maths,
1st Class hons. degree from top UK university and experience in
writing 11+ materials.

1-to-1 support that will secure those A*s, grade 9s, top university,
Independent or selective places.

Contact: 07811 254061

LAURYN
In my time capsule I would put:

My favourite books: ʻLegendbornʼ by Tracy Deonn
and ʻOn the Come Upʼ by Angie Thomas. These

books resonated within me and helpedme escape
to another reality than the dreary standstill period

we were in during the lockdowns.

Newspaper articles on the Black Lives Matter
movements. These movements were stronger and
more impactful during the pandemic than ever
before and encouragedme to research and read
different books helping my understanding of the

things happening aroundme.

A letter to my future self, asking questions about
the future and speculating what is happening
aroundme. I have found from doing this twice

before that the letters can be quite entertaining as
well as thought-provoking.

Welcome to our new SNY team

KRITI
First off, I would put in one of my all-time favourite science fiction novels:

ʻBrave NewWorldʼ written by Aldous Huxley. The novel examines a
futuristic society, revolving around science and efficiency. It examines the
danger of the growth of technology in the future and how it may change
the way humans begin to think and act. It would be really interesting for
someone in the future to compare the novelʼs ideas to their reality.

I would also include a few of my clothes, like shirts, jeans and boots.
Clothes in the future might be completely alien...to us. So my clothes

might be alien to people 500 years from now.

Finally, I would include a family picture. In current times, a family picture
symbolises moral values, strength and even a legacy of the past, present
and future. In the future however, families might uphold their family
values differently, with a different structure. So, in 500 years they will

know what family values mean to us (thanks to my picture!)

NYSA
I believe that time capsules should be a

representation not only of the era in which you live,
but of personal interests as well so in my time
capsule I would put in a letter to the future me

(including my hopes and aspirations), an old phone
(as it would be interesting to observe the
technological advancements) and a list of

questions about the future that I would hope to be
answered. I might also addmy journal and pictures

of my hometown, family and friends.

RIYA
Inside my time capsule, I would include a

newspaper – to show how current affairs appeared
in the media, and for the recipient to get a real
sense of what is happening at the moment. And
since Covid-19 is constantly evolving, it would be
interesting to see how it has changed from an
earlier point in the pandemic, so I would also

include an article with the first mention of the virus,
with everyoneʼs misconceptions! I would also put

collections of images of scenery in the time
capsule, since images have the ability to reveal so

muchmore about a place than words, and
landscapes are constantly changing, so itʼs worth

capturing somemoments.

Hello, my name is Lauryn Okerago.
I am in Year 10 at The Henrietta
Barnett School, and I am 14 years old.
I enjoy writing poetry, reading and
athletics. I also enjoy camping with my

Girlguiding group.

My name is Smruthi Karthikkumar. Iʼm 15
years old, and I am a Year 10 student at
The Henrietta Barnett School. I really enjoy
listening to music, as well as playing the
violin and piano, as I hope to be amusic

producer, sometime in the future.

My name is Riya Khatri, Iʼm 14 years old,
and Iʼm a Year 10 student at The Henrietta
Barnett School. Some of my hobbies
include sewing and writing.

My name is Nysa Upadhya and I am really excited
to be part of the new group of youth writers.
Like my colleagues, I am a Year 10 student at
The Henrietta Barnett School and enjoy a wide
range of activities, some of which include: Tae-

Kwon-Do (a Koreanmartial art), reading and crochet.
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In this issue of
Suburb News we

havewritten about
hidden treasures
on the Suburb.

From geocaching
to time capsules to
architectural gems

and places of
historical interest.
We asked the new
SNY team to write

about hidden
treasures from
other parts of

the world.

The Crown Jewels
of Ireland

The lost Crown Jewels of Ireland were the heavily jewelled
star and badge regalia created in 1831, for the Sovereign and
Grand Master of the Order of St. Patrick, an order of
knighthood established in 1783 by George III. They were
stolen from Dublin Castle on July 6, 1907. Valued at around
£15 million today, the stolen gems have never been found
and remain one of Irelandʼs greatest mysteries.
The Irish Crown Jewels were kept in Dublin Castle where
they were guarded by the Ulster King of Arms and his staff as
well as a 24-hour outdoor patrol of policemen and soldiers. In 1903, a safe
roomwas installed in the castle but, after it was built, it was discovered the safe which held
the jewels was too large to fit through the doorway. Because of this, the safe remained
outside the strongroom in the library.
The two keys to the safe were kept by Sir Arthur Vicars, the Ulster King of Arms who was
charged with protecting the jewels. He carried one of the keys on his person, while the
other was kept in a locked drawer in a desk at his home.
However, Vicars was rather lax in his security. One story has it that after a night of drinking,
he handed his keys over to his friends. The next morning he woke up covered in the
countryʼs most valuable ornaments. And in May 1907, Vicars mistakenly left the first key to
the safe attached to a key ring with his other office keys. The keys were discovered by a
maid, who sent them to the Chief Heraldʼs office.
On the morning of July 6, 1907, a cleaning woman found the door to the safe-room
standing wide open. The inner security door was bolted, but the keys, which also opened
the library, had been left dangling in the lock.
The jewels went missing just four days before King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra were
expected to arrive for the Irish International Exhibition. The king was furious about the
theft, and the ceremony, which required the crown jewels, was cancelled. The Dublin
Metropolitan Police conducted an investigation into the theft, but the crime has never
been solved. There were strong indications that it was an inside job.
There is a belief that the investigation was unceremoniously dropped a few years after it
started due to a bigger scandal that was uncovered and then hastily covered up.
Apparently the investigation found a ring of debauchery at work in Dublin Castle, including
wild, drunken parties and promiscuity. It was rumoured that when Edward VII heard about
the scandal, he shut down the investigation, fearing the consequences of a public
revelation.
As for the jewels, they have most likely been broken apart and sold as individual pieces, or
sold to a wealthy collector, or, perhaps, hidden away somewhere that has been long
forgotten.
We know that not many people might be aware of these ʻCrown Jewels of Ireland.̓ Neither
were we, which is why we decided to talk about it. These are truly hidden treasures!

RIYA & SMRUTHI

P R HARTLEY
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
& REGISTERED AUDITOR

Accounting &Taxation Services
Call 020 8731 9745 or 07850 634395

Email: paul@prhartley.co.uk
www.prhartley.co.uk

Hidden Treasure
We look over the hills and through the trees,

Under the grass and in the seas,

To find hidden treasures.

They may be as bright as the sun,

Or memories filled with joy,

But my treasure is my family.

Your treasure is always with you,

No matter where you are.

Alexia Cooper Friedlos
King Alfred school, Year 8
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The Treasurewithin a single story:
ʻAfrican Seaman s̓ Testimonialʼ

History is such a beautiful tribute to those that came before; those of the past; those who paved the way for
us. Unfortunately, it is oftenmanipulated and so hides the true treasure within. The depth andmeaning of
stories can therefore be lost.
Museums are a valuable resource that people often use to obtain reliable and unbiased information and
whilst it may seem as if they do so on the surface, a closer look at some of the colonialist-era artefacts will
show that there is a barrier between ideals and reality.
The National Maritime Museum in Greenwich is bursting with captivating exhibits and historic items that
hold great significance, such as Nelsonʼs coat, for example. Yet, we noticed a striking lack of sensitivity
within one particular exhibition in the Atlantic Gallery: Slavery, Trade and Empire.
One particular artefact, entitled the ʻAfrican Seamanʼs Testimonial ,̓ is a powder horn with engravings, that
had a rather threadbare description, which hardly revealed anything about the true story of the man to
whom it had belonged. The description simply alluded to his identity as a Sierra-Leonian. The imposed
pan-African nationality that was associated with him at the time of making the piece was not further
explored and is an example of the way the Europeans de-humanised slaves, by referring to them, in this
case, as ʻsupernumeraries .̓ This ʻAfricanʼ was actually given an English name, (Ben Freeman) another
example of an attempt to bleach the culture of the people forcibly taken as slaves aboard the ʻHMS THAIS .̓
With a minimal amount of research, we were able to find out a lot more information about this seaman. For
example, he belonged to a West African ethnic group known as the Kru people. This group was indigenous
to Eastern Liberia but migrated to Freetown, Sierra Leone as well as the Ivorian Coast. So, the reference to
him being ʻSierra-Leonianʼ was only a fraction of his identity. The Kru were renowned for their navigation
and sea-faring skills. We feel this information should have beenmade available and the seaman placed
accurately in his historical context.
The lack of sufficient information and detail, aided, in some cases, by curatorsʼ indifference, can conceal the
truth, so the struggles experienced by our ancestors can often be erased. It is fundamental that we all feel
able to connect with the true lives of our ancestors, to relate and learn from them and to give us our identity.
“When we realise that there is never a single story about any place, we regain a kind of paradise”
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

NYSA & LAURYN

Finding
Lost in this free-floating world of dust;

Anchored by nothing, anchored by all.

The voice inside cannot explain

the path to free oneself.

From the cases, the shells, cloaks

That we envelop ourselves in,

We can uncover the true soul,

that hidden treasure.

NYSA

K ITCHEN
FURN ITURE

HIGH QUALITY
MADE TO MEASURE

FURNITURE

COMPLETE
BESPOKE
FURNITURE
SOLUTION

BEDROOM
FURNITURE

ALCOVE
SOLUT IONS

Office: London, N2
Manufac tu r ing Fac i l i t y :
H i tch in , Her t fordsh i re

020 8068 6664

www.enviro-furniture.co.uk
info@enviro-furniture.co.uk

Experienced wood furniture
makers incorporating
innovative, sustainable and
recycled materials.
DESIGN,MANUFACTURE & FIT

TombRaiders –
the search for Genghis Khan

Genghis Khan is known in Mongolia as its greatest hero,
to this day.
The West recalls only what he conquered but Mongolians
remember what he created. His rule enshrined the
concepts of religious freedom and his empire allowed
the Silk Road to flourish. He even established the use of
paper money. Genghis Khan didnʼt just conquer the
world, he civilised it.
Genghis Khanʼs death is shrouded in mystery. He died in
the summer of 1227, during a campaign along the upper

reaches of the Yellow River in Yinchuan, the real cause of his death remains unknown.
Historians claim that Genghis Khan wished to be buried in an unmarked grave in the Burkhan
Khaldun Mountains in Mongolia. Based on the legends, every soldier, involved in the burial,
was brutally killed in order to keep the location secret. Other popular myths claim that his
people released over a thousand horses in the area to further hide any signs of human
activity and that they also altered the flow of the nearby river to run over his grave. This
obsession with secrecy is largely due to concerns about what could happen should
knowledge of the burial site fall into the wrong hands. Not only would the discovery of the
tomb of the founder of the Mongol empire be of huge historical significance, itʼs also believed
to be full of jewellery, precious metals and relics. Itʼs one reason why interest remains strong
- people remain hopeful to become as affluent as the brave warrior.
The reasons for his tomb remaining undiscovered to this day vary hugely. Foreign media has
romanticised his wish not to be discovered into a curse, deterring curious travellers or
historians from seeking out the place. This echoes the legend of Tamerlane, a 14th-Century
Turkic-Mongolian king whose tomb was opened in 1941 by Soviet archaeologists.
Immediately following the tombʼs disturbance, Nazi soldiers invaded the Soviet Union,
launching World War IIʼs bloody Eastern Front. Superstitious people are therefore wary of the
tombʼs whereabouts.
Another reason is the technical issues associated with the search. Mongolia is huge and
underdeveloped ‒more than seven times the size of Great Britain with only 2% of its roads.
Added to that is the fact that Genghis Khan was most likely buried Xiongnu style, which
means his tomb is buried 20m underground.
To this day, Genghis Khanʼs burial remains one of lifeʼs great mysteries.

KRITI & ADEENA
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David Breuer-Weil
and his art
SHELLEY-ANNE SALISBURY

I
t’s not often you see a pick-up

truck transporting a giant torso

and pair of legs all akimbo but

this is exactly what I witnessed

back in June this year on Wildwood

Road whilst out on the school

run. The pick-up truck and its

anatomical cargo were causing

quite a commotion. It was all

pretty surreal.

I recognised the body parts

as a sculpture by the globally

renowned artist David Breuer-

Weil who, as it turns out, lives

on Wildwood Road. He had been

hoping to install the sculpture

(‘Alien’) in his garden (alongside

the sculpture of the half-

submerged head (“Visitor”)

only to find the legs wouldn’t fit

through the side gate. You really

couldn’t make it up.

Originally from Stanmore, and

after a brief spell in Israel, David

settled in the Suburb with his wife

Samantha, starting in Heathcroft,

then Erskine Hill and finally

Wildwood Road where they have

now lived for just over 10 years.

David walks on the Heath

Extension regularly and feels a

spiritual connection to it. It’s

He transposes his thoughts as they

form and does little or no editing.

He says, “Art needs to be relevant

to the moment it depicts.”

His latest installation ‘Flight’

was commissioned by Camden

Council and is situated in the

grounds of St Pancras New Church,

Kings Cross. ‘Flight’ references the

human race taking off after coming

through this period of uncertainty

and curtailment.

David’s sculptures have a

Giacometti meets Gormley feel.

Somewhat alien-like and disturbing

but, at the same time, vulnerable,

defenceless and raw. David

intelligently and sensitively

manifests the human condition in

each of them and we connect

with them because of this.

David Breuer-Weil’s significance

has been assessed by leading art

historians as “a logical heir to the

School of London painters” and

as I left his house in Wildwood

Road, I looked back and sized up

the best position for that eventual

blue plaque.

For more information on David

Breuer-Weil and his work see:

The Coviad:

https://tinyurl.com/hvmf932p

The New Normal:

https://youtu.be/2c8XiYsF_To

Link to information about the 23 foot

sculpture, Flight, in King’s Cross

https://www.davidbreuerweil.com/all/

news/flight/

become something of a muse for

David’s work and David told me

he sees something new in the

landscape every time. William

Blake is an inspiration and David

often walks past ‘Old Wyldes’ the

house where Blake stayed as a

guest of his artist friend John

Linnell on Wyldes Close, North

End. David feels the Suburb, so

closely aligned to its natural

surrounds, was and still is a

perfect place for artists and can

understand why an artistic

community settled here at the

turn of the 20th century.

The pandemic had a profound

effect on David who caught covid

in early 2020 and spent much of

the first lockdown drawing and

painting almost therapeutically,

producing a copious body of work

‘The Pandemic Collection’. He

was hyper aware of nature, the

weather and the impact of

isolation, not only on himself but

others too. This has all been

processed in a highly cerebral way

and transposed onto canvas. Part

of the work he produced was what

is now referred to as the ‘Golden

Drawings’, sixty-six pencil

drawings illuminated with gold

leaf. The drawings represent

different aspects and experiences

of the pandemic; David’s own

covid symptoms, his daily walks

and even the weekly applause for

the NHS. These drawings are

highly spiritual and introspective,

the difficult subject matter

juxtaposed against brilliant gold

representing the glorious sunshine

we all experienced at the time.

David has since created some

very large paintings which form

the body of work entitled ‘The

New Normal’ which he is hoping

to be able to display in the vast

spaces of somewhere like the Tate

Britain’s Duveen galleries, usually

reserved for installations. ‘Pandemic’

and ‘Lockdown’ are just two of

the huge canvas works making up

this powerful collection.

In complete contrast, David

has also been working on a series

of bright and bold landscapes

which he paints in his wonderfully

natural garden (which feels like a

continuation of the Heath

Extension) using an unusual

arrangement of tree stumps and

tree branches as his easel. David

explained these landscapes

represent a different, lighter side

of himself, less cerebral, more

playful, and they reflect outpourings

of pure joy.

David Breuer-Weil is a visceral

artist. He lays out his emotions

bare on the canvas, in a sculpture

or whatever medium he is working

in. He doesn’t pull any punches.

S U B U R B

Art & Artists
of the Suburb
Hampstead Garden Suburb is known for its intellectual,
liberal, artistic, musical and literary associations and has
been home to artists since its very inception. In fact, even
before its creation the area and its surrounds was a
magnet to artists with its proximity to Hampstead Heath
providing inspiration with its majestic beauty and
changing seasonal landscapes. In this issue Suburb News
looks at past and present artists of the Suburb and their
relationship with this extraordinary place.

‘Flight’ (Photo: Sam Roberts)

David Breuer-Weil stands next to his creation‘Visitor’
(Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury)

“Is this straight?”
(Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury)

Part of the Pandemic Collection
(Photo: David Breuer-Weil)
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WilliamBlake & John Linnell
– the Suburb connection

Ratcliffe, Codner
and Charoux

MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

A
t the very edge of the land

that was to become

Hampstead Garden Suburb,

there was a farmhouse called

Wyldes Farm which was probably

built in the 1600s.

The house survived through

the years, with some modifications

and, in1824, it was rented to John

Linnell a painter who originally

had a thriving portrait practice.

Linnell is now mainly known as a

painter of ‘typical uneventful

English lands’ rich in poetic

feeling and glowing in colour. His

paintings made him one of the

nineteenth century wealthiest

landscape artists. The blue plaque

commemorating Linnell also

mentions William Blake stayed

with him as his guest. Despite the

difference in age (Linnell was 26

and Blake 61 when they first met)

there was an immediate affinity

between the two men. Both

considered that the natural world

was a reflection of the spiritual

world. They were also both proud

of their working-class origins and

MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

T
he Tate exhibits a painting

called Hampstead Garden

Suburb from Willifield Way.

Painted around 1914 by William

Ratcliffe, it shows the view along

Willifield Way in what was then a

very new Hampstead Garden

Suburb. The houses along the

road are a mixture of shapes and

sizes with plenty of vegetation

illustrating the Garden Suburb’s

attempt to ‘fuse the ideals of

town and country’. The geometric

lines marking out the houses,

roads and gardens give a sense of

order. There are three motor cars

being driven along the spacious

roads giving a sense of things to

come. The bright complementary

colours of red, green, purple and

yellow are typical of the post-

impressionistic Camden Town

Group to which the artist belonged.

In 1912, Ratcliffe moved to

the Suburb to live with his

brother. He was, presumably,

given access to The Club House

which was the social centre of the

Suburb, as he created his painting

from the roof of the Club House.

Unfortunately, the Club House was

not ready to conform to the

niceties of polite society. Blake

was largely unrecognised during

his lifetime but Linnell admired

Blake’s work and supported him

both artistically and financially.

He commissioned engravings for

the Book of Job which are now

considered Blake’s greatest

masterpieces in the medium of

engravings. When Blake died in

1827, his wife Catherine paid for

his funeral with money lent to her

by Linnell. The Literary Chronicle

in their obituary of Blake described

him as “one of those ingenious

destroyed by the Luftwaffe in 1940.

In the years that followed

Ratcliffe’s painting, Willifield Way

was home to two other artists

who both lived at 26 Willifield

Way, though at different times.

John Codner (1913-2008) lived

at 26 Willifield Way as a young

man. Codner was a camouflage

officer in the Middle East, part of

a squad that created the

appearance of army units where

none existed as well as concealing

the real tanks and field guns. After

the war he studied at the Regents

Street Polytechnic School of Art

and became a figure painter He

exhibited his paintings at the

Royal Academy.

Siegfried Charoux (1898-1967)

was born in Vienna and studied at

the Vienna School of Arts. In

1935, his left-wing political views

forced him to flee to England to

escape the Nazis. Charoux was a

sculptor working in bronze, stone

and terracotta. He became a full

member of the Royal Academy in

1956. His sculpture ‘The Neighbours’

can be seen in Highbury Quadrant

Estate in Islington. Austria did

eventually acknowledge him and

awarded him the Gold medal of

the city of Vienna in 1966.

persons... whose eccentricities

were still more remarkable than

their professional abilities.” And

yet, today, William Blake is

considered a seminal figure in the

history of the poetry and visual

art of the Romantic Age.

In 1906, Raymond Unwin

moved in to Wyldes Farm, a year

after Henrietta Barnett

commissioned him to plan the

new garden suburb in association

with Edwin Landseer Lutyens,

thus establishing Wyldes Farm

(now known as Old Wyldes) with a

connection to the Suburb.

Illustration from ‘The Book of Job’ by William Blake. Plate 14, When the
Morning Stars Sang Together (Photo: Creative Commons)

John Linnell by John Linnell
(detail), circa 1860 (Photo:
National Portrait Gallery, London)

www.gadlegal.co.uk
746 Finchley Road NW11 7TH

Gregory Abrams Davidson Solicitors is a trading 
name of National Law Partners Limited.

Introducing Graham Jaffe

Leasehold
Enfranchisement
Expert
Buying your freehold or extending your
lease contact Graham for experienced
specialist advice.

Call on 0208 209 2653
Email gjaffe@gadlegal.co.uk

GAD_Enfranchisement_SuburbNews_137mm x 120mm_Layout 1  08/02/2021  09:46  Page 1

Garden under Snow, John Whitlock Codner
(Photo: RWA –Royal West of England Academy)

Hampstead Garden Suburb from Willifield Way,
William Ratcliffe (Photo: Creative Commons)

The Neighbours,
Siegfried Charoux
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Kenwood House
MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

S
et on the edge of Hampstead

Heath, Kenwood House is a

magnificent example of

neoclassical architecture. The first

house on the site was probably a

brick structure built in 1616. It was

modified by its different owners

until William Murray acquired it

in 1756 and decided to have it

remodelled by the Scottish

architect Robert Adams. Murray

was born in 1705 at Scone Palace

in Scotland, the fourth son of the

Viscount of Stormont. Murray

went to Perth Grammar School

but his obvious intelligence

prompted his father to send him

to Westminster School in London.

The journey took the 13 year old

William 54 days. His father’s

choice was vindicated as he was

subsequently accepted at Oxford

and was then called to the Bar by

Lincoln’s Inn in 1730, becoming

Lord Chief Justice in 1758 and

Lord Mansfield in 1776. He married

Lady Elizabeth Finch in1738. A

portrait of Lady Elizabeth and her

sister Lady Henrietta can be seen

in the entrance hall of Kenwood.

The couple had no children, but

raised a nephew, two nieces and

two great-nieces.

The first great niece was

Elizabeth Mary Murray (born 18

May 1760) the daughter of David

Murray, who was to become the

2nd Earl of Mansfield, and his first

wife Henrietta Frederica von

Bunau. When her mother died in

1766, Elizabeth came to live at

Kenwood House with her great

uncle. She was shortly joined by

another of Murray’s great nieces:

Dido Elizabeth Belle (born

c.1761). Dido was the illegitimate

daughter of Murray’s nephew, Sir

John Lindsay, a career naval

officer. Dido’s mother was Maria

Belle and was an African woman,

very possibly a slave who was held

on a Spanish vessel that was

captured by Lindsay. Nothing else

is known of Maria Belle. Dido

came to London with her father

who entrusted her to his uncle

who, by all accounts, took good

care of her.

Dido was educated, given

luxurious bedroom furnishings

and expensive medical treatments.

As she grew older she managed

the dairy and poultry yards at

Kenwood, typical occupations for

ladies but also, and unusually, she

helped her uncle with his

correspondence. In 1778 Lord

Mansfield commissioned a

painting of Elizabeth and Dido

showing the two young girls in the

grounds of Kenwood with a

London skyline on the left. We

know that Dido was loved and

accepted within the household

but as time went by the painting

was seen as that of a mistress and

her servant. It is possible, as has

been suggested, that the artist,

David Martin, created “a work

depicting equal status, while

allowing viewers outside of the

family to frame the relationship in

a societally-acceptable way.” The

painting is now in Scone Palace

but Kenwood House has a

photographic reproduction.

Today, there are no more

Mansfields at Kenwood as the 6th

Earl of Mansfield decided to sell.

In 1925 it was bought by Edward

Cecil Guinness, 1st Earl of Iveagh

to display 63 of the finest pictures

in his collection including one of

Rembrandt’s masterpieces: ‘Self

Portrait With Two Circles’.

This yearʼs HGST Membersʼ Winter Lecture is:

George Cadbury and
Bournville Village Trust
A talk by Duncan Cadbury, former Chair
and Trustee of the Bournville Village Trust.

6.30pm for a 7pm start
Monday, 13th December 2021,
Henrietta Barnett School.
Refreshments provided.

This event is exclusively for Members of the
Hampstead Garden Suburb Trust. Any resident of
the Suburb can become a Member free of charge.

Contact us to join or check your membership.
0208 455 1066 ormail@hgstrust.org

Lady Elizabeth Finch Hatton (Murray) with her
cousin Dido Elizabeth Belle by David Martin
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Art in the Square
ANDREW BOTTERILL

W
hilst people are aware

of the abundance and

enthusiasm of amateur

artists in the Suburb, there has

also been more than a brush with

the world of professional art.

There must be at least a score of

houses with purpose-built studios

included in the original plans. I

know of three within a couple of

hundred yards of our house.

The world of professional art

featured briefly two years ago in

an illustrated talk I gave at

Fellowship House based on a long

correspondence I had had with a

lady in Durham. Margaret Levetus

had grown up in our house in

North Square from the mid 1930s

to the mid 50s. Her memory was

pin sharp and her recollections

fascinating. Her amateur early

work was based mostly around

the house and garden.

She attended the Central

School of Arts & Crafts (now

Central St Martins). Prizes were

won. After the war in which she

was a part-time ambulance driver,

she found employment as an

illustrator and book jacket

designer. Her studio was a small

room at the front of the house,

one window looking out onto

North Square, the other onto

Central Square.

Margaret knew, and was

sometimes helped by, Fred Taylor,

one of Britain’s foremost poster

artists in the 1940s and 50s, who

lived in a little house (‘The

Studio’) hidden in the woods in

the far corner of the Square.

Margaret also experienced the

world of professional art through

the family and their neighbours.

Her aunt had met the artist Lucien

Pissarro (son of Camille and a

founder member of the Camden

Group) at the Café Royal on

Mafeking Night in May 1900 and

he became a firm family friend

often visiting North Square.

The Herrmanns were

neighbours. Fritz and his family

had arrived from Germany just

before the war. They were art

collectors and some Square

residents today still remember

some of his priceless collection

casually hanging around the house.

A Gaugin in his study and (possibly

apocryphal) a Renoir hanging on

the back of a lavatory door.

Selling itemsof valuehasneverbeen simpler.
WHETHER YOU’RE CLEARING AHOME, MOVINGOR REMODELLING, I WILL
GET THE BEST PRICES FOR ANY ITEMS OF VALUE YOU’RE LOOKING TO SELL

• I AM AN INDEPENDENT BROKER ACTING SOLELY ON YOUR BEHALF

• I SELL THROUGH MANY DIFFERENT AUCTION HOUSES, HIGH-END
DEALERS, COLLECTORS AND PRIVATE CLIENTS

• HAVING BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR OVER 10 YEARS LOOKING AFTER MANY,
MANY CLIENTS, YOU WILL ALWAYS RECEIVE MY PERSONAL DISCREET
ONE-TO-ONE SERVICE (REFERENCES AVAILABLE)

• THERE IS NO COST OR OBLIGATION MEETING WITH ME AT YOUR HOME
OR STORAGE FACILITY

• PROBATE VALUATIONS CARRIED OUT

• CLIENTS IN THE UK AND EUROPE

• BASED IN ST JOHNS WOOD

• DISCRETION ASSURED AT ALL TIMES

Perry Field | 07802 157500
You can also message me through my website www.simplysold.co.uk

PROBATE VALUATIONS

PORCELAIN

PAINTINGS/ARTWORK

WINE &
ALCOHOL

JEWELLERY

WATCHES
& CLOCKS

MEN’S & LADIES
HIGH-END FASHION

CARS

COSTUME
JEWELLERY

PROPERTY

FURNITURE

SCULPTURE & BRONZES

QUALITY
NAMED GLASS

PRECIOUS
STONES

GOLD SILVER

Clockwise starting top left:

Water colour illustration of the
Free Church – completion of
works to the West End – painted
in one day, 15th July 1938;

Father in the Garden;

Lucien Pissarro and Fritz
Herrmann, North Square;

Margaret, 1947;

The Manse

Margaret’s Studio,1North Square
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Window Renovation
Wewould welcome the opportunity to
earn your trust and deliver you the best
service in window renovation, with the
highest standards in decoration.

Repaircare London have worked on many
neglected properties – visit our website to
see our work.

Maintenance Plan
Save money – spread the cost of your
window restoration.

We are delighted to be able to offer our new
window and property maintenance plan, a
great way to keep on top of your property s̓
essential needs. All sizes of properties and
buildings covered, including windows and
internal and external decoration.

Internal & External Decorating
We offer over 30 years of experience of
decorating internally and externally, from
large mansion blocks, colleges and schools
to domestic houses within Highgate,
Hampstead and Hampstead Garden Suburb.

We believe that we are the best in the
business at what we do.Specialists in returning historic wooden sash and

bay windows to their former glory

We love turning old, tired-looking properties back to their former glory,
with the correct repair methods and the correct application of paint.

For the past 30 years we have operated in and around the North London
Hampstead/Highgate area.

Hampstead | Highgate | Muswell Hill | Primrose Hill

For a free quote and advice, please call Paul or visit our website

07904 582816 | www.repaircarelondon.com

On HGS Trust list of
Recommended Contractors

CULTURE
S U B U R B

ANDREW BOTTERILL

A
s their website makes clear,

Fellowship House, as well

as being a club for the

Suburb’s over 60s, also plays a

role as a Community Centre

(www.fellowshiphouse.com). This

can be seen for example by its

activities in the field of Art:

weekly classes range from Vera

Moore’s childrens post school art

classes to Shizue Takahashi‘s

drawing and painting classes.

The HGS U3A has its regular

art classes here and art in various

forms is often the subject of the

Fellowship weekly Tuesday

afternoon talks. The Hampstead

Garden Suburb Artists group

holds its annual Art Fair here and

the Temple Fortune Art Club

holds occasional exhibitions. So

what is the Fellowship Art Gallery?

The old art gallery was

extended as part of the 2014/15

refurbs and radically improved

with new lighting and display

systems on three large hanging

surfaces in the Eileen Whelan

Room. In exceptional

circumstances two further large

display surfaces in the Reception

area can also be used.

Fellowship’s aim is to provide

local and London artists with a free

display facility for the enjoyment

and interest of its members and

Suburb residents.

No charge is made for

displaying artwork neither is any

commission taken on sales. Many

local artists just enjoy seeing their

work in a proper gallery setting

and derive fresh inspiration from

this. Very often, a reception is

held in the gallery to mark a new

exhibition. Exhibitions generally

change monthly.

The 50 or so exhibitions held

since the 2015 reopening have

covered the widest range of art –

as demonstrated here in this small

selection of pictures.

The Art of Fellowship

Ionian Sea – watercolour by the late
John Mathias, former Fellowship chairman

Photography by Ivan BergOil painting by Mike Baum

Architectural Design by HGS Trust

New exhibition reception (Photo: Andrew Botterill)
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MARGARET HARRIS

I
t was an honour and a pleasure to examine the thirty one

entries to the Suburb News Photographic Competition.

A big thank you to all the Suburb residents who joined the

quest to capture the theme of ‘sunshine’ this summer. We

were especially impressed with the numerous different ways

residents found of portraying the impact of sunshine on

people and landscapes.

Submitted photographs were judged anonymously and

according to a range of pre-agreed criteria including

composition, closeness to the sunshine theme, technical

competence, emotional appeal and appropriateness for

publication in Suburb News. It was difficult to pick an outright

winner because the quality of all the submissions was so

high, but ‘Sunlight Through Leaves’ just made it by a whisper.

In the end, after much deliberation, three submissions

were chosen for publication plus the picture to the right,

which we felt was something special considering the

photographer was only four-years-old! A big thank you to

everybody who submitted to the competition.

The four judges were Judy Smith (HGS Heritage Virtual

Museum Chair), Roger Cookson (HGS u3a Photography

Group co-founder), Trevor Hutton (Suburb News designer)

and myself, Margaret Harris (RA Publications Committee).

Suburb News
Photographic
Competition 2021
– the results are in!

A

C

B

A

B

C

WINNER:
Sunlight Through Leaves
taken by Sylvia Coury

RUNNER UP:
A Turner Sky Over Heath Extension
taken by Natalie Emden

RUNNER UP:
AMajestic Sight
taken by Michael Eleftheriades
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EMMA HOWARD

T
his new art gallery in the

Market Place at 46 Falloden

Way opened its doors to an

exhibition featuring the work of

local artist, Sirpa Pajunen-Moghissi.

Sirpa is originally from Finland but

lives in Crouch End where her

studio is based. Her works use

interesting combinations of

materials and colours, and include

many wildlife features such as

birds, frogs, insects and flowers

combined to make modern and

vibrant pictures.

Sirpa’s exhibition was then

followed by ‘No Time Like the

Present’ with new paintings by Sal

Jones produced during lockdown.

Sal works part-time at the gallery

supporting Michael Lee who is the

manager of the gallery.

The gallery itself is at the rear

of the ‘Sensation Band’ premises

which opened in 2020. This

provides office space for a team

working in the area of events

organisation and management.

Michael Lee is himself a great

photographer and creates many

amazing photos and supports the

events business by providing

photography services as needed.

You can see examples at

www.michaelleephotography.co.uk.

The gallery is open to the

public and works are for sale. If you

would like any further information,

please visit their website at

www.hampsteadgardengallery.co.uk.

New art gallery
in the Market Place

COLIN GREGORY

T
he next production from

Garden Suburb Theatre

(GST), the Suburb’s own

energetic and creative amateur

drama group, will be the Christmas

pantomime, to be performed

(naturally) in February – 16-20th

February 2022 to be exact, with

matinees on Saturday 19th and

Sunday 20th.

Treasure Island is an

original pantomime script

by Dave Barron, who

wrote GST’s Aladdin

in 2018. It will be

performed at

Phoenix Theatre,

King Alfred School.

Jim Hawkins, our

young hero, discovers a

mysterious map

showing the whereabouts of the

buried treasure of infamous pirate

Captain Flint.

In his quest to recover the

stolen loot he sets sail for Skeleton

Island with a crew of desperate

cut-throat pirates, a one-legged

man, three French cooks, a parrot

and his mum.

GST Pantomime:
Treasure Island

Movement and meditation for strength, flexibility, balance, coordination
and overall physical and mental well-being.

Good for staving off neurological conditions. All ages welcome.
10-11.30am Saturday mornings, Free Church Hall, Northway, NW117AG
Contact Neil Archer at neil@planetqigong.com or ring 07956 160694

Movement and meditation for physical and mental well-being

Saturday mornings at the Free Church Hall, Northway, NW11 7AG

Club Swinging & Qigong classes

The
Phoenix?
Are you

kidding me!

COLIN GREGORY

I
n October, GST ran an evening’s

tribute to four of its most

creative, long-standing and

valued members – the late John

and Sonia Woolf, and the late

Joyce and Robert Jayes.

John and Sonia Woolf lived

most of their married lives in the

Suburb. The Jayes joined the

Speedwell Players in the early

1950s and the Woolfs the Play

and Pageant Union in the early

1960s. The two societies merged

in 1966 to form the Hampstead

Garden Suburb Dramatic Society

(now called GST).

The evening consisted of

extracts from plays they had

directed, in some cases performed

by members of the original cast.

The Garden Suburb Theatre

uses a fine open air theatre space

in Little Wood, as well as more

conventional theatre spaces,

and has a history of strong

productions, and members were

glad of the chance to pay tribute

to four people who had

contributed a great deal to its

past productions and its long and

proud history.

Garden Suburb Theatreʼs
tribute to

long-standing members

The tribute evening to the Woolfs and Jayes. It shows the extract from Pygmalion by Bernard Shaw with (l-r)
Stephen Lanigan O’Keeffe (Professor Higgins); Paula Morris (Mrs Higgins); Marion Greenwood (Mrs
Eynsford-Hill); Miriam Clark (Eliza Doolittle); Gabi Maddocks (Clara Eynsford-Hill); Edwin Coutts (Freddie
Eynsford-Hill) and Veronica Woolf (maid). Veronica is John and Sonia Woolf’s daughter and their son,
Jeremy Woolf also took part as Colonel Pickering. Marion is Jeremy’s husband. (Photo: Richard Wynn-Jones)

Photo: Emma Howard

Photo: Michael Lee
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MARC HULL

I
n spite of another difficult year

with Covid restrictions we

successfully maintained our

Click & Collect service and we

also managed to run the Summer

Reading Challenge which is

organised by The Reading Agency.

This is our ninth year and it

incentivises children aged 3-12

years old to read six or more

books during the school holiday.

ELEANOR LEVY

T
his engaging novel invites

the reader to re-enter the

youth culture of London in

the 1970s. The title of the

book recalls the Adam Faith TV

series of the day, with its hapless

young protagonist.

Silverstone evokes the kaleido-

scopic world of the capital’s ‘scene’

i.e. drugs, fashion, availability of

the pill and enticing commodities

for the young of that day to spend

their money on.

The author draws his readers

into the world of Mark, a teenage

student living in North East London.

In the face of his friends’ bravado,

Mark feels insecure as he seeks to

negotiate his contemporary world

of friendships, drugs and sex and

is, in many ways, in free fall.

They receive prizes at each two-

book stage and win stickers, book-

marks and fridge magnets. Finally,

after reading six books, they are

rewarded with a medal and named

certificate. This year we increased

the number of participants to 42

with 19 completing the Challenge.

As an additional incentive the

Library donated extra prizes for

those competing in the event.

Their names were put in a draw to

win a further prize of a Bug Hotel

Silverstone’s autobiographical

choice of Gants Hill, Chigwell

Debden/Loughton as the setting

of the story adds a further layer of

interest and complexity, with

suburban contrasts of wealth.

There are also differing

political affiliations. At a college

Student Union meeting, the Young

Conservatives group are promoting

the Common Market, whilst Mark

and his friends heckle the speaker

and join an anti-government

student demo, with no real idea of

what they will be protesting about.

References to Hare Krishna,

hippies, Afghan coats and the

opening of the first Virgin record

shop in Oxford Street, are snap

shots of London circa 1970. The

author is to be congratulated for

having drawn on the many differing

facets of choice, opportunity and

experience that existed in the

metropolis of the 1970s.

The book implies that Mark

and his friends’ parental

generation had transitioned from

the East End to the suburbs, via

their hard graft and aspirations.

Local youngsters were freely

able to host large parties in very

expensive family homes; Mark’s

parents apparently imposed no

sanctions on their teenage son.

Martin Silverstone is a gifted

story teller, and hopefully will be

encouraged to write a follow up

novel, examining the lives of Mark

and his companions at the time of

the new millennium. I look forward

to reading it.

and paint to decorate it. Here you

see our lucky winners. You can

look forward to seeing some very

happy bugs around the Suburb!

Our Library is now fully open

Tuesday to Saturday from 10am til

5pm. In addition to our normal

library service we offer photo-

copying and printing, either from

your email, USB memory stick or

direct from your mobile phone.

Just pop in and have a chat or visit

www.gardensuburblibrary.org.uk.

Summer reading challenge

Book review:
Budgie Wore My Jacket
by Martin Silverstone

ANDREW BOTTERILL

M
usic goes from strength

to strength at Fellowship

House despite many of

the 5,000 Suburb households

seemingly having little idea about

this gem in their midst.

The Autumn Chamber Concert

Series restarted in October for its

11th year and ran over six

consecutive Sunday afternoons.

Artistic Directors Barry Millington

and Deborah Calland again

arranged a stellar line up of

professional talent taking time in

their UK and international

schedules to come to the Suburb.

At the time of writing there

have been three enthusiastically

received concerts after which the

complimentary champagne flowed

at the outside bar to provide a

convivial finale to each afternoon’s

musical offering. All this for an

incredibly modest £12 a seat and

available to all residents.

If somehow you missed all the

publicity, get yourself on the

mailing list for next year by emailing

music@fellowshiphouse.co.uk.

It’s an up close and personal

experience of an intensity hard to

replicate in larger venues.

In SN145 we reported how

last February we managed to open

up a locked down Fellowship

House for rehearsing musicians

led by Noah, part of the Suburb

Max musical dynasty. The deal

was that no money would change

hands but a free concert would be

provided by the musicians for

Suburb residents. This is planned

for next spring.

A photo of one of these

rehearsals featured pianist

Thomas Kelly. Thomas went on to

become the first British finalist for

20 years at this year’s Leeds Piano

Competition – one of the most

prestigious in the world. Did some

Fellowship fairy dust brush off on

him? We trust we’ll see him again.

For many years now every

Friday afternoon at Fellowship

House there has been a Music

Appreciation session for Members

only where CDs or DVDs were

played. It has been decided to

upgrade these sessions and open

them up to non-member residents

as well. On an experimental basis

a number of Suburb musicians –

composer David Matthews,

pianist and former Head of

Keyboard at the Purcell School,

Roshan Magub, pianist David

Trafford, Cellist Robert Max,

opera lover Mike Milner,

trumpeter Deborah Calland and

Wagner authority and critic Barry

Millington – have been leading

more enhanced sessions since

last month. If these attract more

interest, then this approach will

continue. (At the time of writing,

David Matthews had just given his

talk at a very well attended

session, dissecting Debussy and

tracing influences on the composer

through to his own works – with

some amusing anecdotes along

the way).

Entry is free for members

and £2 for non-members. Tea and

biscuits are included.

To keep abreast of all upcoming

music events at Fellowship House,

go to www.fellowshiphouse.co.uk.

Music at Fellowship House

HGS U3A is bringing back its much appreciatedmonthly
Topical Talks in 2022 and we are delighted that Dame Jenni Murray, the
well-known broadcaster and author, will be giving the first Topical Talk on
Zoom on 20 January at 3pm. Her subject will be her latest book ʻFat Cow, Fat
Chance: How I Took Control of the Battle with Obesity – the Science and
Psychology of Size.̓ This Talk is open to members of HGS U3A – if you wish to
attend register on the Meetings page of our website hgsu3a.uk/events. If you
are not a member and would like to join go to: hgsu3a.uk/join.

First Concert: Simon Rowland-Jones, Tim Horton
and Gemma Rosefield (Photo: Andrew Botterill)

Echo Ensemble with Thomas Kelly rehearsing
in February (Photo: Andrew Botterill)
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Big Wood
Nature Reserve
PETER FALK

T
he Friends of Big Wood have restarted Activity Mornings in the

wood. Over the autumn/winter months we carry out a programme

of works agreed with Barnet to clear the six glades, do selected

coppicing and erect hurdle fencing or dead hedging to protect certain

areas of the wood so wild flowers and trees saplings can prosper

without being trampled on. The Friends also clear the ditches and

paths with hand tools so Barnet do not need to come in with

machinery which, in the past, has both damaged the understory

adjacent to the paths and/or blown all the leaves into the ditches re-

blocking them.

On November 24th, the AGM of the Friends took place at

Fellowship House and there was an interesting talk by Jeff Duckett on

the Bryophyte survey we are carrying out in the wood. (Bryophytes are

species such as types of liverwort or mosses. Bryophytes are important

as they colonise sterile soils, absorb nutrients and water and slowly

release back into the eco-system.)

The Friends have also started Forest School sessions in the wood

to help promote interest and educate the younger generation in the

importance of ancient broadleaf woods for the future of the eco

system. We have paid for committee members to receive Forest school

training and held our first session in the wood in September with a

second session taking place in December. The morning sessions are for

local children aged 4-10 managed by a fully qualified team who take

care that sessions are fun while ensuring activities do not damage the

structure of the wood. We plan to have at least 4 or 5 sessions in 2022.

We are currently, in conjunction with Barnet trees section, dealing

with two subsidence claims from insurance companies who allege that

roots from Big Wood trees are undermining and causing subsidence to

properties on the edge of Big Wood. Together with Barnet, we are

resisting demands to cut down seven trees in the wood. It is the

Friends’ view, that there is little or no justification in claiming trees

should be felled. All the properties adjoining the wood were built long

after most of the trees were well established.

The law does not adequately protect the environment, so we are

trying to be constructive with the insurance companies by suggesting

solutions such as a root barrier or reducing the crown of one/two trees.

The Woodland Trust tried to get support for an amendment to the

environmental bill, going through Parliament, to give specific legal

protection to ancient woodlands/nature reserves. Despite appeals to

our MP Mike Freer, the Government rejected the amendment. It is an

irony that despite trumpeting the vital importance of planting new

trees, the Government and society are quite content to continue to fell

existing trees even though it will take many years before new trees have

a similar foliage to the existing tree stock.

Anyone interested to learn more about the Friends and the new

five year plan for the wood can visit the website FriendsofBigWood.com.

S U B U R B

We are your local
Funeral Director
in Hampstead Garden Suburb

624 Finchley Road, NW11 7RR

020 8455 4992 | levertons.co.uk
finchleyroad@levertons.co.uk

6 branches across North London: Camden Town | Golders Green
Gospel Oak | Hampstead | Kentish Town | Muswell Hill

Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury

Photo: Sarah Falk
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Annual Free Church
Bazaar is back
bigger and better than ever
LORNA PAGE & EMMA HOWARD

T
he Free Church Bazaar found a new home this year moving to the

church rather than using both halls in Northway. This gave a big

open space with plenty of ventilation and enabled everyone to

move freely. It was a very happy community event and attracted many

visitors who enjoyed time to get together and the traditional stalls,

including the very popular Traidcraft stall selling fair trade items. In

addition wonderful tapestries created by the Church’s talented sewing

group were on display to be admired by all and cards depicting these

beautiful pieces were on sale. All of this, along with a plentiful supply of

refreshments and of course a chance to ‘Guess the weight of the cake’!

The total raised was over £3,000.

Well done to all involved in organising this event and making it

such a success.

GEORGIA SALISBURY

F
or many people, the Covid

pandemic has encouraged us

to rediscover the wonders of

the great outdoors. Whether that

be through daily walks, runs, or

just sticking your head out

of the window to get some

fresh air in between zoom

sessions, there are plenty

of options to reconnect

with nature. But for some

of us, getting that

motivation to go outside

and actually get some

exercise has proved

tricky. This was certainly

true for me, until I

discovered geocaching.

The National Geographic

defines geocaching as a ‘type

of global treasure hunt’ or as a

‘series of hide-and-seek games,

where hiders provide online clues

for seekers’. I couldn’t describe it

better myself – once you’ve

downloaded the official

geocaching app, the game is on.

The app contains a map which will

show you whether there are any

caches (usually small boxes or

items) hidden nearby, and utilises

GPS and co-ordinates to help you

locate the cache.

The app also offers hints to the

location if needed! Once you have

found a geocache, you can log

your find on the app, but don’t

forget to return the cache where

you found it – this is the most

important rule of geocaching.

The cache will usually contain a

logbook for you to record your

name or initials (bring a pen!), and

sometimes if you’re lucky, some

small trinkets. You can even leave

your own trinkets in the cache for

others to find, but avoid leaving

food or anything valuable. The

caches themselves can occasionally

be tricky to locate, but I often feel

that this can make finding them

all the more fun. It really is like

playing a massive game with a

global community, but one you

can play at your own pace and in

your own time. It can turn a

simple walk into a mission, and it

can often take you to places you

may never have visited otherwise

The Suburb is lucky to play

host to a handful of geocaches.

I’ve managed to locate four, and

in doing so I got to really appreciate

this area and all of its charms. Just

be prepared to get muddy while

searching for the caches in the

Heath Extension and strange looks

whilst poking about in nature!

There are obvious safety rules

one should take into account

while geocaching; namely avoid

going after dark, or going alone if

you’re a minor and if you’re

geocaching in an unfamiliar area,

do some research on the area

beforehand. No geocaches should

be hidden on private property, so

don’t try and access somewhere

off limits. However, don’t let

these rules put you off.

Geocaching is a fun and free*

activity that provides motivation

to get outdoors and is open to

everyone.

For more information, check

out the official Geocaching website

and app.

Happy searching!

*It should be noted for full access, the

app does have a paid subscription, but

there are still plenty of geocaches to find

in the free version!

Welcome to St Jude’s
Every Sunday at 10.30am. All welcome.

SAINT JUDE-ON-THE-HILL
T H E P A R I S H C H U R C H O F H A M P S T E A D G A R D E N S U B U R B

www.stjudeonthehill.com

Geocaching
Never
heard of it?
Well listen up!

Photo: Laurence Wolff
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Folly Brook
and Darlandʼs Lake
Nature Reserve
EMMA HOWARD

G
rowing up in a large family in Mill Hill, the usual weekend walk

was to Mill Hill Park. However, a real treat as a teenager was the

discovery of wonderful rural walks between Mill Hill and

Totteridge. In fact, my sister and I sometimes used to walk to school in

North Finchley via the fields on a weekend to do extra art classes: she

was great at art, but I just enjoyed the walking!

A favourite walk starts at Finchley Nurseries in Burton Hole Lane

and heads down the lane past Mill Hill Cricket Club right to the end.

You then pick up the path along Folly Brook which rises in Mill Hill and

forms Darland’s Lake before eventually joining Dollis Brook in

Woodside Park. There are several options here, but my favourite is to

keep on this wooded path for about a kilometre passing through two

metal gates before a gate on the right: go through this and you walk

across an open field with wonderful views up to Totteridge and usually

cattle grazing on your left.

You then arrive at a sign for Darland’s Lake Nature Reserve; you

can turn right here and walk round the lake and return the way you

came. However, for a longer walk, I prefer heading straight on following

the tree lined path up to Totteridge Lane emerging opposite the pretty

St. Andrew’s Church. This church is actually part of the Diocese of St.

Albans. The graveyard contains an ancient yew tree thought to be 2000

years old and, if so, the oldest tree in London. It is one of the Great

Trees of London so well worth a look. Many yew trees in church yards

predate the churches eventually built there and the groups of yew trees

or old hollowed out trees were often used as an ancient site of worship

affording shelter for worshippers.

Turn right into Totteridge Lane and head towards the Orange Tree).

Shortly before the pub, take a right turn through a wooden hand gate

into The Close – a private road with no parking permitted. There is a

sign ahead of you marked ‘Public Footpath to Darland’s Lake’ and a

large notice board giving details of the Nature Reserve which is run by

LB Barnet with a great deal of volunteer assistance. The path ahead

opens out into surprising heathland with good views – walk straight

ahead until you reach the lake. This is a shallow lake with reed beds

and supports a great deal of wildlife although the old bird hide here has

long gone. Take a left when you reach the lake and follow the path until

you return to the first Darland’s Lake sign board and from here head

back to Finchley Nurseries for a well-earned trip to their café.

Distance? By the time I’ve wandered around my favourite garden

centre for a bit, I get up to 10,000 steps so probably about 7 kms in all.

Very muddy in parts so wellies are best in the winter. If you need

something stronger after your walk, there’s always the Adam & Eve pub

on the Ridgeway.

I will reveal another of my favourite local walks in the next issue.

S U B U R B

Photo: Emma Howard

Photo: Emma Howard

The oldest Tree in London?
(Photo: Creative Commons)



Fabulous Fungus There are spectacular displays of fungi this year. These examples
were found on the Heath Extension and Big Wood.
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Winter colours in
Northway Gardens

BRIAN INGRAM

B
y Winter all the colourful

leaves will have gone and

visitors will then see the

amazing reds of the stems of the

Cornus plants (mainly these

plants are Cornus Midwinter Fire).

We are gradually planting more

Cornus around the Gardens.

Last year’s visitors were often

transfixed to see this brightness in

darkest February and we hope you

will enjoy it as much in 2022.

Due to popular demand we

now keep these Red stems until

late April before hard pruning for

next season.

In winter do look out for the

bright golden shrubs at the back.

These are Pittosporum Warnham

Gold. Of little interest in Summer

they look fabulous in Winter don’t

you think?

Our wonderful Roses team

have carefully pruned all the rose

bushes for their Winter rest. Bags

of compost and other goodies will

have been spread around.

Recently NGO was very pleased

to receive the 2021 Award for

Excellence by The London Gardens

Society. This is, of course, a terrific

compliment to the volunteers

and supporters.

My Kidasha Trek
to Rome, without
leaving home
MYKE JACOBS

A
fter 214 days, I have arrived

at the Italian-French

border on my virtual trek

from London to Rome

for Kidasha. I am now peering

through the Italian Alps down to

Turin and the River Po. On the

way, I have: walked more than 665

miles; taken more than 1.5 million

steps; completed over 7,300 laps

of the field; trekked over 58% of

the path from London to Rome

and raised over £11,900 for

Kidasha (66.2% of Target – £18,000)

The situation in Nepal remains

critical. I keep on mentioning this,

but I make no apology because

it’s true and the need is very

great: see https://bit.ly/3noZHiY.

A recent UNICEF survey

showed that most Nepali school

children have not attended any

classes in the past two years and

have missed at least 70 weeks of

school since Covid hit, one of the

highest rates in the world.

The impact of the pandemic

on education is enormous and is

a major priority for us in the

coming year. Very many families

have had little or no income and

very little (if any) government

support. Parents have to choose

between feeding their families and

paying off mounting debt or

buying uniforms and books. An

even bigger challenge is actually

persuading children to return.

Many fear being far behind their

peers who have had the benefit of

on-line learning; others are

victims of high-risk behaviours or

simply have to seek work to

support their families or just

survive. Often, girls are unable to

return because of pressure to stay

at home to help with domestic

chores, looking after siblings etc

or get married and move in with

their husband’s family. So many

of the gains we have made in

getting children out of child

labour and into school and

reducing child marriage have sadly

been reversed by the wider impact

of COVID. So much to do now!

Please donate to Kidasha

(www.kidasha.org) at https://bit.ly/

3eP5x9g. (World Walking does not

charge a fee).

Pittosporum Warnham Gold Volunteer Jane with the Certificate of Excellence (Photo: Brian Ingram)

Cornus Midwinter Fire

Winter Pruning

Photos: Shelley-Anne Salisbury
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Stealing a
march
on spring!

THE GARDEN GIRL

CAROLINE BROOME

T
here’s no getting away from

it, winter is here! You may

rest assured that if you don’t

step outside of your door into the

garden, everything will be just

fine. But why miss a trick? The

first quarter of the new year can

allow you to steal a march on

Spring if you follow my advice.

By now, let’s assume that

you’ve completed all your winter

prep. Leaves have been cleared

off the lawn and scooped out of

ponds, you’ve pruned back spent

vegetation (leaving some

ornamental seed heads as food

for the birds,) and mulched your

borders – taking care not to

smother the crowns of dormant

perennials and avoided application

on waterlogged or frozen soil.

So, what is there left to do, I

hear you ask? Although spring

flowering bulb planting season

has passed by now, December is

not too late to plant tulips. Whilst

tulips do not do well in clay soil if

left in the ground year on year,

and should therefore be planted

new each season, most other

containerised bulbs can be

recycled. Once flowered, allow the

foliage to die down naturally, then

lift bulbs and store them in a cool,

dry, dark place, ready to replant

directly into your borders next

September. By doing this you are

on your way to creating year-round

colour in your garden, starting as

early as end of January, with

snowdrops and winter aconites,

followed by iris reticulata and

crocus in February, daffs in March

and April, and tulips in May.

This being the dreariest time

of year, I urge you to create festive

patio or balcony displays to lift

your spirits. There are plenty of

colourful bedding plants to be

found in garden centres right now,

if you are prepared to fight your

way through the Christmas

decorations. I favour red, white

and silver – hellebore Christmas

Carol, marbled cyclamen, Silver

Bush convolvulus cneorum,

euonymus japonicus White Spire –

evergreen perennials, which can

be relocated in permanent positions

within your borders next spring.

No waste and better value.

January to early April is typically

the time to buy and begin planting

bare root roses and shrubs. Bare

root plants cost less, establish a

better root system, in my opinion,

and produce less packaging

waste. What’s not to like? Whilst

some nurseries do hold stock, you

will find more variety through

buying mail order.

Given a mild mid-February,

you should be able to start

planting out containerised shrubs

and early flowering perennials.

Following on from that, the time

to plant your snowdrops ‘in the

green’ is early March. ‘In the

green’ simply means bulbs that

have been dug out of the ground

once their flowers have faded but

with the foliage still on. Don’t

make my mistake and plant dry

snowdrop bulbs, they are unlikely

to prosper and you’ll never see

them again.

At last, we are getting to the

good bit: Plant buying. I’m going

by personal experience here,

suggesting plants that are either

in my own garden or gardens that

I work in, tried & tested, hardy

and requiring the minimum of

fuss. Most are aimed at neutral to

alkaline clay soils, typical of the

Suburb. I prefer single flowered

species, favoured by pollinators,

and if plants are happy, they will

spread through self-seeding and

be more resistant to pests and

disease. If you are aiming for year-

round interest, then visit your

local nurseries or garden centres

every month, as they will be

selling whatever is at its best right

at that time. If you buy at least

one plant every month you are

guaranteed to have something

interesting in your garden every

day of the year!

Late winter is the ideal time to

plant spring flowering plants that

thrive in dry shade under

deciduous trees. The one Must

Have plant for dry shade is the fern;

evergreen or deciduous, there are

ferns to suit every aspect of

shade, throughout all months of

the year. Characteristically,

ground cover woodland plants

such as brunnera, pulmonaria,

epimedium, solomon’s seal,

hellebores, bleeding heart, often

with lemon, lime or silver leaves,

give their best performance

before the trees come into leaf

and shade out the sun. Once the

canopy closes over to create

dense shade, they fade into the

background, producing a tapestry

effect with their foliage. Whilst the

obvious solution to bare winter

borders is to plant evergreens,

particularly the silk tassel bush

(garrya elliptica James Roof), to

create real winter impact, you can

add colour in the form of dogwood

(cornus), red and orange stems

ablaze; ghostly white arching

stems of white stemmed bramble

(rubus cockburnianus); shrubs

with unusual formations, such as

contorted hazel (corylus contorta),

and fragrance provided by winter-

sweet (chimonanthus), hamamelis

(witch hazel), sarcococca (sweet

box), arrowwood (viburnum x

bodnantense) or my favourite,

paperbush (edgeworthia).

If areas of your garden are in

very dry shade, created by conifers,

evergreens and the borrowed

landscape of neighbouring Suburb

woodland, it’s no surprise that

very few substantial plants will

grow, let alone grass! Think of a

dense woodland floor, layer upon

layer of leaf mold, composted

bark, brambles, ivy and not much

else. Mimic nature, forget plants,

create a stumpery, lay a bark

mulch, add a bench, a piece of

sculpture or even a children’s

willow weave den. There is no

point working against Nature, you

won’t win!

For some of the most

spectacular examples of the winter

garden why not visit our very own

North London gem, Myddelton

House in Enfield.

GARDENING

Our professional teamwith seven years experience specialises in all types of garden
landscaping including • Fencing • Decking • Driveways & Patios • Turfing • Irrigation.
Alsomonthly gardenmaintenance undertaken. For further details or a free quotation,
contact Noemi: 07718 592955 / 8374 8103 • naomilandscaping@gmail.com
or visit our website at:www.naomilandscaping.co.uk

We’ll bring your dream garden to life

Four Seasons
GARDEN MAINTENANCE
r Weekly or fortnightly maintenance contract r Garden clearance
r Lawn care (mowing, turfing, fertilisation etc.) r Planting
r Weed killing & treatment r Hedge trimming, tree works
r Patio cleaning r All general garden services
We offer a professional, reliable service with 16 years of
experience at an affordable price. Call Roland or leave a message
for a free quote.
r 07584 574520 r fourseasonsgarden@hotmail.com

Horticultural Society
Special Spring Show

London Gardens Society
2021 awards

MARJORIE HARRIS

I
n addition to the usual Summer and Autumn shows, the Horticultural

Society will be holding an extra special non-competitive Spring

Show next year at Fellowship House on Saturday 9th April. We want

to fill the hall with a burst of lovely spring colour and scents for all to

enjoy, so now is the time to start planting your bulbs and other spring

flowers. Anyone of any age can enter free – in pots or as cut flowers

(bulbs, corms and rhizomes and shrubs and other spring plants) to

make a gorgeous display A full list of the categories will be distributed

to Horticultural Society members shortly.

Other plans for next year include our popular ‘grow a potato in a

pot’ competition and a scarecrow competition. For full details and how

to join, go to www.hortsoc.co.uk.

CAROLINE BROOME

O
n Thursday 7th October 2021, The London Gardens Society held

its annual Trophy Presentation Evening at the Old Library,

Guildhall. The All London Championships are open to individual

garden enthusiasts, many of whom live locally, and Affiliated Societies,

of which the Hampstead Garden Suburb Horticultural Society is one.

After a two-year absence, enthusiasm seemed to have increased,

with several new entrants taking part throughout the Suburb. Stalwart

members, Diane Berger, Yvonne Oliver, Marjorie Harris, Rosie Daniels

and David Weinberg all received prestigious certificates, with new

participants Northway Community Rose Gardens winning Silver in the

Garden Display In a Public Place category, and The Orchard Housing

Society also achieving Silver in the Alms-houses class. HGS Hort Soc

member Gerlinde Kathuria won trophies for her front and back gardens,

culminating in her winning the RHS Banksian Medal, awarded to a

private member accumulating the most points in classes entered of the

All London Championships.

Many congratulations to all those who took part, either as individuals

or through the HGS Hort Soc affiliation. Oh, and by the way, David and

I won First Place, Gold medal for Garden, any size, with paid or

Professional Help. In case you’re wondering, that’s me, employing my

own professional services, in our own garden!

S U B U R B

Photo: Caroline Broome
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FEATURES
MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

C
hristmas is an annual

Christian festival which

commemorates the birth

of Jesus Christ. It is a celebration

which has, over the centuries,

accumulated a number of

traditions, one of which is a

special Christmas family meal. In

the UK, Christmas pudding has

become its traditional dessert.

Most families will have their own

recipe, but it will include a mixture

of flour, eggs, sugar, mixed fruit,

apples, oranges, mixed spice and

almonds. It does need some

forward planning as it has to be

prepared four to six weeks in

advance to allow the flavours to

intensify and the colour to

deepen. This pudding has its

origins in medieval times when it

was more like a pie of flour paste

containing beef, mutton, grains,

prunes, raisins, wines and spices.

However, by the 1830s, the

pudding had become exclusively

sweet and also very much the

centrepiece of the Christmas feast

as it had to be set alight before

being served. This is beautifully

described by Charles Dickens in

A Christmas Carol: “Mrs. Cratchit

entered – flushed, but smiling proudly

– with the pudding, like a speckled

cannon-ball, so hard and firm, blazing

in half of half-a-quartern of ignited

brandy, and bedight with Christmas

holly stuck into the top.”

Having organised dessert,

thoughts naturally turn to

decorating the house, and nothing

says Christmas like a Christmas

tree. It was the Germans who first

had a tree in their house at

Christmas. It probably originated

with a popular medieval play

about Adam and Eve where a

paradise tree (usually a fir tree

hung with apples) represented the

Garden of Eden. Then, the

paradise tree made its way into

German homes where it would be

set up on the 24th December

which was the religious feast day

of Adam and Eve. The tree was

hung with cookies of various

shapes and lit up with candles,

symbolic of Christ.

Prince Albert, Queen Victoria’s

German-born consort is generally

credited with introducing the

Christmas tree to Britain but it was

probably Queen Charlotte (also

German-born), Victoria’s grand-

mother who brought the custom

with her. However, the tradition of

the tree did not go beyond the

royal and aristocratic circles, until,

that is, the press became very

interested in the young Queen

and her consort reporting every

detail of the couple’s life including

how they celebrated Christmas.

Pictures such as the one in the

Illustrated London News showing

Victoria, Albert and their children

around a lavishly decorated spruce

tree with presents underneath

made everyone want to emulate

them and once the tradition of

decorating trees at Christmas

took hold it never went away.

While decorating your

Christmas tree you may be

listening to Christmas songs such

as Nat King Cole singing:

“Everybody knows a turkey and some

mistletoe help to make the season

bright.” Now, mistletoe has no real

connection to Christmas but it

was considered a sacred plant

with miraculous properties by the

ancient Druids. The chief druid

would cut mistletoe from oak

trees on the day of the winter

solstice, the cuttings would then

be divided and given to the

community to hang above the

doors to ward off thunder,

lightning and evil spirits. Mistletoe

is a hemiparasitic plant that lives

high up on its host tree. It has

evergreen leaves which stand out

against its host’s bare branches in

wreaths were a perfect symbol of

the new faith and the wreath

became a symbol of Christ’s

victory over death. The

Victorians embraced the

tradition of the wreath

and made very elaborate

ones with all types

of evergreen foliage

such as holly and ivy

which would

be embellished

further with

fruit and pine

cones; not

unlike the

ones we still

use today.

Merry

Christmas

to you

all!

ʼtis the season
to be jolly

winter and it is probably this

contrast that rendered it symbolic

of fertility and life. Nobody really

knows why it became popular to

kiss under the mistletoe but, it is

thought to have started in the

1700s in England. The Victorians

seemed to have really enjoyed

this tradition. Charles Dickens

(again) in The Pickwick Papers writes

that women finding themselves

under the mistletoe “found it useless

to resist any longer, and submitted to

being kissed with a good grace.” Today

we all feel the need to hang a

bunch of mistletoe in our house

and, of course, conform to tradition.

Having prepared your dessert

and decorated your house all that

remains is to hang a Christmas

wreath on your front door. Wreaths

are a decorative arrangement of

foliage in a circular shape that

were originally used as festive

headgear. In Ancient Greece they

crowned victorious athletes of the

Olympic Games. In ancient Rome

they were given as rewards for

military success and as a mark of

honour. It is likely that these

wreaths were kept as

souvenirs and hung on a

wall. Later on, throughout

Europe, evergreen boughs

were fashioned into wreaths

and brought inside to be

hung over doorways and

hearths during the Yule

celebrations of the winter

solstice to symbolise the

undying power of nature

and the promise that spring

would return after winter.

Christians decided that evergreen

S U B U R B
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CORRECTION AND APOLOGY REGARDING ISSUE 147
There is a mistake in the article on Northway Gardens by Brian Ingram. He refers to
the florist in Market Place as Amber Day Flowers it is Amber Rose Flowers.

Sumo
a (large) puppy cat

The ʻChristmasʼ Robin
MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

I
f you receive Christmas cards,

the chances are that at least

one of them will feature a

small bird with a brown back, a

white belly and a red breast.

Robins became Britain’s bird of

Christmas because in Victorian

times postmen wore red tunics

and were known as robins. These

‘robins’ delivered Christmas cards

so the artists who designed these

cards started drawing the little

brown and red bird delivering

letters and the robin became a

symbol of the festive season.

Robins don’t just appear at

Christmas they are frequent visitors

STEVEN ALTMANN-RICHER

A
vid readers might recollect

our gorgeous lop-eared

bunny rabbit Sausage

lovingly featured by Judith Samson

in the Winter 2019 edition of the

Suburb News.

We sadly lost Sausage peace-

fully in mid-2020 and decided that

she could never be replaced by

another bunny. So we used our

lockdown time to scour the

internet for inspiration for our

next fluffy family member.

Enter ‘Sumo’ – our gorgeous

ragdoll kitten!

Now, we had originally

wanted a dog – a big fluffy one

like a Bernese Mountain Dog or a

Samoyed. And a dog is still

definitely on the agenda for the

future. But as young(ish)

professionals who both work long

hours – albeit mostly at home

right now – walking a dog doesn’t

fit in with our current lifestyle.

With a dog ruled out, a cat

was then the obvious place to turn

to but, the fact is, we have never

been ‘cat people’.

When we mentioned cats to

our respective parents, we got

short shrift. The response was

“cats are selfish and unfriendly;

dogs are nice.” We relied on our

parents to feed and look after

Sausage when we went on holiday

so having them like our next pet

was important.

We looked at all alternatives

to a cat, including considering

animals that could double as

lawnmowers – goats, cows and

alpacas. But we decided the HGS

Trust will need to allow fences

to our gardens and gardeners will

often find a robin checking their

progress. The little bird seems

very comfortable around humans

and will even take its favourite food,

mealworms from an outstretched

hand. Their behaviour make them

look very friendly but that is a

misconception. Robins are highly

territorial and will defend an area

because it has good food and water.

The patch of coloured feathers

on their breast helps them to do

so. Both adult males and females

have an orange breast and the

bigger the patch of colour, the

better the bird is at surviving and

fighting. The colour acts as a

warning to stay away and also helps

choose a mate. The mated pair

will defend its territory with

surprising ferocity driving off

intruders and singing loudly. The

pair will only stay together for the

breeding season but individual

robins will continue to sing during

winter as they do not migrate.

British robins are a subspecies:

Erithacus Rubella Melophilus, which

roughly translates as the song-

loving red robin. This very British

bird is well loved by the British

who gave it a human name ‘Robin’

a contraction and diminutive of

Robert. And, besides, the ‘red’ on

robins is a welcome flash of

colour on a winter’s day, truly the

most magical colour in nature.

before these animals can be let

loose in our garden.

Just when we started to

despair and come full circle back

to perhaps a pair of bunnies, we

came across ‘puppy cats’. This

term was new to us, but believe it

or not there are certain breeds of

cat which have the personality of

a dog. They love attention, follow

you around, greet you at the door

and even play fetch. This seemed

perfect – a dog-like creature you

don’t have to walk!

Through August-September

2020, we must have spoken to

literally every cat breeder in the

country to learn about puppy cats

and quickly knew that a ragdoll

was right for us. With the country

having gone pet crazy during

lockdown, we eventually managed

to find a ragdoll kitten at a fully-

approved breeder in Scarborough.

We luckily collected Sumo a few

days before Yorkshire went into

Tier 3 lockdown at that time.

Sumo – named because he

will be a big boy – won us over

instantly. He is the most loving,

friendly, fluffy and fun pet anyone

could wish for. All he wants is to

be with us – whether we’re asleep

in bed or sitting on the loo!

We know he isn’t a dog, but

he also doesn’t behave like a cat

– he even plays football with us

now! We think of him as his own

unique species – some sort of

magical creature.

Our mission has now become

to convince our parents that

Sumo is as special as Sausage was,

and there’s no doubt that he is

slowly winning them over, even if

they won’t quite fully admit it yet.

A beautiful robin nests in our own Shelley-Anne Salisbury’s garden,
awaiting a photo-opportunity and subsequent Suburb News publication


